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INTRODUCTION 
* Linda R. Galyon 
The infinite variety of Shakespeare's dramatic art continues to elicit 
multifarious responses from those who study it. These eight articles, originally 
read as papers at the March 1979 Iowa State University symposium "Much Ado 
About Shakespeare," evidence the pluralistic nature which has marked Shake-
spearean criticism of the past decade. While their authors all proceed on the 
assumption that the value in studying Shakespearean drama is self-evident t<? 
any native speaker of English, an assumption certainly shared by the organizers 
of this symposium, some of its participants do work which attests to the con-
tinuing viability of such traditional critical approaches as studies of sources, 
influences, or contexts, while others have produced articles which manifest the 
newer emphases on the affective dimensions of the plays. The articles in this 
volume thus are as widely divergent as Edith Tyson's investigation of some pos-
sible influences of the Inferno upon Macbeth and P. Jeffrey Ford's considera-
tion of the effect upon their audience of the gory spectacles in Shakespeare's 
Roman plays, as different as Joseph Candido's study of Shakespeare's depiction 
of Katherine of Aragon in the context of the popular Elizabethan conception 
of the aristocratic female and Charles Forker's probing comments on the func-
tion of Arden in As You Like It with their suggestion of Shakespeare's epis-
temological concerns in his picture of this forest and its denizens. 
In a review article Stewart A. Baker recently castigated critics of 
English Renaissance literature for their facile separation of Renaissance writer's 
language from the "truth" or "force" of the experience which that language 
seeks to embody ("Recent Studies in the English Renaissance," Studies in 
English Literature: 1500-1900, 1977 [17], 149). If the papers submitted in 
1978 and early 1979 for "Much Ado About Shakespeare" can be taken as 
fair examples, at least in Shakespearean criticism sterile preoccupation with the 
verbal medium is not now a problem. Of the eight contributors to this volume, 
the two most concerned with Shakespeare's language are Marion Perret and 
Barbara Palmer: Professor Perret's article on The Taming of the Shrew is as 
much focused on visual imagery as on verbal, and Professor Palmer, by center-
ing on Shakespeare's use of the soliloquy in Troilus and Cressida, All's Well 
That Ends Well, and Measure For Measure elucidates certain of the reasons why 
these plays strike us as peculiar in the Shakespeare canon. While Michael 
Stugrin and Morriss Partee, each of whom is concerned with Shakespeare's 
use of pathos (Stugrin in Romeo and Juliet primarily, Partee in King Lear), 
do not neglect the language of pathos, they are equally concerned with non-
verbal ways in which Shakespeare evokes the pathetic and with its importance 
to our ethical and aesthetic responses to these plays. None of my remarks 
should suggest, however, that any of the eight writers neglects Shakespeare's 
language; indeed, I am sure all would agree with the eminent critic Murray 
Krieger when he maintains that Shakespeare is "the model poet . . . whose 
works everywhere invite reverence for the potentiality locked in language" 
* Department of English, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa. 
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("Shakespeare and the Critic's Idolatry of the Word," in Shakespeare: Aspects 
of Influence, ed. G. Blakemore Evans, Harvard English Studies, No. 7 [Cam-
bridge Harvard Univ. Press, 1976], p. 210). 
The greatest strength of the pluralism of modern Shakespearean scholar-
ship lies in the diversity of the keys which the many approaches to Shakespeare 
provide for unlocking this potentiality. To this process each of the authors in 
this symposium issue of the Iowa State journal of Research has contributed in 
his or her individual way. 
The symposium was funded by the Iowa State University Committee 
on Lectures (funded by the Government of the Student Body); the Council of 
Interdisciplinary Programs through the Graduate College and the Colleges of 
Design, Education, and Sciences and Humanities; the Departments of English, 
History, Philosophy, and Speech; the Iowa State University Theatre; Theta 
Alpha Phi; the Student Union Board; the Memorial Union Board Theatre; the 
Iowa State Arts Council, and the Ames Community Arts Council. Publication 
has been supported by the Iowa State University Research Foundation. 
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ALL THE WORLD'S A STAGE: 
MULTIPLE PERSPECTIVES IN ARDEN 
* Charles R. Forker 
ABSTRACT. Four sets of contrasting, complementary, and overlapping per-
spectives emerge in As You Like It. These illustrate the thematic fullness and 
complexity of Shakespeare's pastoralism and point to a comprehensiveness of 
vision characteristic of Shakespeare's mature comic art. Although the tensions 
of Nature versus Grace, Life versus Art, Time versus Timelessness, and Sub-
jectivity versus Objectivity remain unresolved, the dramatist's pervasive, self-
conscious reference to his own medium, the theatre, serves as a means of uni-
fying the play. In addition to their use of stage imagery, a number of the char-
acters are engaged in role-playing, and Rosalind, the master role-player, draws 
the various perspectives of the comedy together in a rich synthesis that allows 
us to enjoy the paradoxical effects of multiplicity and singleness at the same 
time. 
The make-believe action and perfunctory exposition of As You Like It, 
notoriously attenuated, 1 are · obviously designed to throw the emphasis of the 
comedy on the rural setting and on the variety of characters and attitudes that 
can meet, converse, and interact in the Forest of Arden. The haste with which 
Shakespeare maneuvers his figures into the woods may suggest the escapist im-
pulse that underlies much pastoral literature, but Shakespeare's play, as has 
often been observed, is anything but an evasion of reality. What the dramatist 
gives us in addition to the contrivances of fairytale and the richly varied charac-
ters, ranging from dukes to country bumpkins, is a subtle web of contrasting 
attitudes and values that comprise the real interest and substance of the play. 
The apparent simplifications of pastoral become devices for isolating certain 
kinds of complexity and focusing them with the precision of a finely ground 
lens. Arden, then, is a carefully prepared context in which multiple perspectives 
or points of view may compete for our interest and attention, and can modify 
each other through contact, intersection, and reciprocating patterns of stimulus 
and response. Like most pastoral settings, it is conceived mainly as a place of 
temporary rather than permanent residence, the literal geography being less im-
portant than the emotions, stances, or verities for which it becomes the sym-
bolic backdrop. Shakespeare makes his green world a place of growth-ethical, 
psychological, and spiritual as well as merely vegetative-but he is more inter-
ested in how the human heart may internalize this landscape than in the land-
scape for its own sake. 
The assured yet delicate equipoise of As You Like It may be illustrated 
with reference to four sets of contrasting, complementary, but sometimes over-
lapping perspectives that emerge from an overview of the comedy. These may 
be expressed under the headings Nature versus Grace, Life versus Art (or natu-
ralness versus artificiality), Time versus Timelessness, and Subjectivity versus 
* Department of English, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana. 
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Objectivity. In combination all are symptoms of the thematic fullness and intri-
cacy of the play, and they point to a comprehensiveness of vision characteristic 
of Shakespeare's mature art, a comprehensiveness to which Norman Rabkin has 
applied the term "complementarity."2 Indeed inclusiveness appears to be one 
of the several significances imbedded in the play's rather casual title-a signal, 
so to say, of the recognition that there are many ways to look at experience 
and that no single attitude can contain the whole of truth. 
In a well-known essay on Spenser, Woodhouse pointed out some years 
ago that Elizabethans were accustomed to thinking about reality in terms of 
the double order of nature and grace, distinguishing the human from the divine, 
the corrupt from the perfect, the finite from the infinite, and the fallen world 
of creation from the unfallen world of the Creator. Some thinkers such as Cal-
vin stressed the divergence of the two orders, exalting grace as nearly beyond 
man's ken and depreciating nature on account of original sin and innate human 
depravity. Others such as Hooker, emphasizing the unity of all creation, tended 
to see the two orders as the poles of a continuum. Thus conceived, "the 
order of grace was the superstructure whose foundations were securely laid in 
nature" and nature might therefore be understood as " an ascending scale, at 
whose successive levels are added, first, life, then consciousness, then rational-
ity and a moral sense, and finally religious feeling , which last marks the transi-
tion to the order of grace." 3 Certainly As You Like It, especially in the first 
act, acknowledges the fallen condition of the world, and even the forest, how-
ever idyllically or invitingly presented, is not wholly free from selfishness, in-
convenience, or danger. Nevertheless, Shakespeare's concept of physical nature 
in the comedies is much closer to Hooker's than to Calvin's. It is a conception 
which allows us to see the green world as a mirror of grace while yet retaining 
some consciousness of the barriers that separate us from it. 
This duality, of course, is one of the traditional advantages of pastoral 
settings, and it might be said that the playwright in this instance simply exploits 
its possibilities. In any case, it is clear that in Shakespeare's hands, Arden be-
comes a highly idealized place, a locus amoenus defined in large measure by an 
ethos of relaxation, art, romantic love, and pastoral otium. The banished duke 
lives there with his followers in a state of contentment, abundance, good 
fellowship, and loving generosity to strangers. He enjoys peace; he has beauti-
ful music and the pleasures of the hunt for entertainment, and the harmonies 
of God's handiwork to contemplate in earth, in water, and in sky. Compared 
with the hateful and envious court from which he has been exiled, the woods 
are reasoi:iably "free from peril ," and he can discover "tongues in trees, books ii) 
the runnmg brooks, I Sermons in stones, and good in everything" (II.i.4,16-17).4 
Arden is both self-contained and self-sufficient, it knows no malice or 
politics, and it is a setting "exempt from public haunt" that can "feelingly per-
suade" (II.i.11-15) the dispossessed duke to cultivate a profounder knowledge 
of himself. The Robin Hood style of his sylvan court is such that "many young 
gentlemen flock to him every day" to live "carelessly as they did in the golden 
world" (I.i.117-19). Not surprisingly the errant princesses think of the forest 
as "liberty" rather than "banishment" (I.iii.134). It is a place where starving 
travelers like Orlando's old servant are " providently cater[ed] for" (II.iii.44) 
by the same God who feeds the ravens and the sparrows, where men, remem-
bering the "holy bell" of the church, share their feasts "in gentleness" and wipe 
from their eyes the tears "that sacred pity hath engender'd" (II.vii.121-24). 
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The forest then is partly a reflection of divinity, a second Book of Revelation 
(as the Elizabethans liked to conceive of nature), and when characters enter it, 
they seem to change for the better. Orlando's wicked brother is converted from 
hate to love almost instantly as if by magic as soon as he crosses the border. 
And with like speed the worldly Frederick abandons both his usurped throne 
and his fratricidal hostility for the monastic cell of a "convertite" upon reach-
ing "the skirts of this wild wood" (V.iv.158). One thinks of Marvell's equally 
unspoiled landscape "Where willing Nature does to all dispence I A wild and 
fragrant lnnocence."5 Hymen's lyrics at the quadruple marriage suggest the 
numinous possibilities of the forest glade, the pervasiveness of Deity, and the 
sense in which nature may become the fictive coordinate or physical prefigure-
ment of paradise itself: "Then is there mirth in heaven, I When earthly things 
made even I Atone together" (V.iv.107-09). 
But if Shakespeare associates the greenwood both with Eden and the 
golden world of classical tradition, he does not equate it with them. Arden is 
far from being prelapsarian. As such, it represents not only the world as one 
could wish it-as we like it-but also the world in its more negative aspect. The 
deer are slaughtered there so that the exiles may banquet on venison, and the 
duke worries about usurping the rights of the animals even as his own rights 
have been usurped. The winter winds blow bitterly under a freezing sky; a lion-
ess, a snake, and the "venemous" toad may threaten life; and Orlando at first 
speaks of the place as "this uncouth forest" (11.vi.6) and "this desert inacces-
sible" (II.vii.110). To some the forest may be merry, to others its boughs are 
"melancholy" (II.vii.111). Arden does not eliminate weariness, old age, or the 
possibility of sudden death. Adam nearly expires from hunger; Oliver and Or-
lando have brushes with a nature red in tooth and claw. Even the duke must 
capitalize on "the uses of adversity" (II.i.12), must "translate the stubborn-
ness of fortune" by means of inner adjustment to the quietness and sweetness 
of his Arden "style" (II.i.19-20). Some of the natives are self-seeking-Corin's 
churlish master, for instance, and the cruelly proud Phebe. An ignorant priest, 
Sir Oliver Martext, wanders about only too willing to marry any persons of op-
posite gender "as they join waip.scot" (III.iii. 78 ), and sluttishness and stupid-
ity appear in the persons of Audrey and William. 
The forest symbolizes both the fallen world where seasonal change, 
"the penalty of Adam" (II.i.5), still reminds men of their imperfection and the 
Edenic world of innocence and charity which we half-remember from the pre-
history of myth and look forward to as the reward of our salvation. The bibli-
cal name and character of Orlando's faithful servant-a role . Shakespeare is 
said to have played himself-crystalize the bifocal attitude toward nature which 
the play encourages. In his age and physical weakness, old Adam may be an 
archetype of human limitation and transience, but his saintly virtues also iden-
tify him with the lost innocence for which man is perennially nostalgic: "O 
good old man, how well in thee appears I The constant service of the antique 
world ... " (II.iv.56-57). 
Although As You Like It has religious overtones without being ex-
plicitly doctrinal, it is also a very literary and style-conscious play. Conversa-
tional spontaneity jostles set speeches or "arias" of studied rhetorical artifice. 
As Jaques carefully divides man's advance from infancy to decrepitude into 
seven "ages," so Touchstone distinguishes the seven steps of quarreling from 
"the Quip Modest" to "the Lie Direct." Anaphora, chiasmus, antithesis, pari-
424 Forker: Perspectives in Arden 
son, and other euphuistic embellishments are deliberately imported into the 
dialogue to suggest the civilizing-and sometimes overcivilizing-effects of nur-
ture upon nature. Prose and verse encroach upon each other. The woods rever-
berate with rhymes, classical allusions, aphorisms, and witty juxtapositions. 
Such effects exploit the delightful interplay between the artificiality of familiar 
pastoral conventions and the gentle mockery of these same conventions. Some 
features of Arden can exist only by poetic license-a climate that accommodates 
both the tropical palm and the English holly, a weeping deer whose tears aug-
ment the water level of the stream by which he stands, a lover who festoons 
every tree in sight with amorous verses to a supposedly absent lady, a shepherd 
and shepherdess whose sole reason for being is to woo and be wooed in highly 
patterned iambic pentameter. Silvius undergoes a thousand humiliations and 
emotional deaths for a cold nymph whom he compares with Petrarchan exu-
berance to an executioner, a tyrant, a butcher, and a murderer, because she 
stubbornly refuses to return his affection. A classical god appears out of no-
where to join four couples in the ceremonial dancing of a court masque, the 
most elaborately contrived of all Elizabethan art forms, in the middle of the 
forest. 
Of course Shakespeare continually undercuts the literary and artificial 
postures with satirical deflation of the romantic cliches and a sense of life's 
actuality. Touchstone, who at one point insists that "the truest poetry is the 
most feigning" (III.iii.16), is forever parodying the Platonistic love poems by 
reducing the high-flown rhetoric of romance to mere animal sexuality and 
bawdry: 
If a hart do lack a hind, 
Let him seek out Rosalind. 
If the cat will after kind, 
So be sure will Rosalind. 
Winter'd garments must be /in 'd, 
So must slender Rosalind. 
He that sweetest rose will find 
Must find love's prick and Rosalind. (III.ii.99-110) 
The sacramental unity of marriage can be compared irreverently to the sudden 
"fight of two rams" whose locked horns "Clubs cannot part" (V.ii.29-40). Ir-
refutably Touchstone points out that at one level, at least, mating is primarily a 
matter of mere instinct: 
As the ox hath his bow sir, the horse his curb, 
and the falcon her bells, so man hath his desires 
and as pigeons bill, so wedlock would be nibbling. 
(III.iii. 71-7 3) 
Rosalind, though she is in love herself, understands the difference between ro-
mantic literature an1d life. The tragic love stories of Troilus and Leander are 
mere "lies," constructs of pure fiction: "men have died from time to time . 
and worms have eaten them, but not for love" (IV.i.101-03). Thus by taking a 
lofty view of amorous dedication and by voicing the Platonic doctrine that 
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poets are liars Rosalind can function both as idealist and realist at once. The 
comedy celebrates romance, but it also makes us aware of how ridiculously 
lovers behave when they adopt literary poses. 
Jaques thinks it asinine for a man to leave "wealth and ease" (II.v.49) 
for rustic playacting, enabling us to smile at the duke in Lincoln green rather as 
we smile at Marie Antoinette at the Petit Trianon for affecting the exquisite 
ruralities of a Fragonard shepherdess. Corin and Touchstone debate the age-old 
question of sophistication versus simplicity, and the clown, making nonsense of 
the subject by reducing it to a medley of logical contradiction and tautology, 
travesties a dialectic on the precise value of pastoral retreat that informs the 
comedy as a whole: 
Truly shepherd, in respect of itself, it is a good life; 
but in respect that it is a shepherd's life, it is naught. 
In respect that it is solitary, I like it very well; ~ut in 
respect that it is private, it is a very vile life. Now in 
respect it is in the fields, it pleaseth me well; but in 
respect it is not in the court, it is tedious. As it is a 
spare life, look you, it fits my humour well; but as 
there is no more plenty in it, it goes much against 
my stomach. Hast any philosophy in thee, shepherd? 
(III.ii.13-22) 
Audrey keeps smelly goats, not the freshly laundered sheep of literary conven-
tion, and the word "poetical" is not in her vocabulary. Corin knows about real 
sheep, how greasy they are and how they actually reproduce themselves. Still, 
his emphasis on the biology of the shepherd's trade and Touchstone's witty 
censure of a calling that subsists on "the copulation of cattle," on "be [ing] 
bawd to a bell-wether" (III.ii.78-79), in no way wrecks the pastoral idealiza-
tion of Arden. Much of the sophisticated pleasure in As You Like It derives 
from appreciating the many ways in which art and life cut athwart, without 
annihilating, each other. 
When Rosalind asks at one point, "I pray you, what is't o'clock?" and 
Orlando replies that "there's no clock in the forest" (III.ii.294-96), Shake-
speare calls attention to another set of contrary perspectives in the play. Logi-
cally, the opposition of time to timelessness is one aspect of the polarity be-
tween the temporal and the eternal, between nature and grace, but by virtue of 
its prominence, the play elevates this concern almost to the status of a separate 
theme. 6 Rosalind rebukes Orlando for being an hour late for his appointment 
with her and then retires to "sigh till he come" (IV.i.207) again. Defining a 
lover (partly on the basis of her own feelings) as someone who "sigh [s] every 
minute and groan[s] every hour," she goes on wittily to anatomize the "divers 
paces" (ambling, trotting, galloping, etc.) in which Time may travel, depending 
upon a person's state of mind (III.ii .297-327). She herself has been forced to 
quit the court within "ten days?' (I.iii.39), and, as prime-mover of the comic 
action, is necessarily aware of time and its importunities. Touchstone, the literal 
time-keeper in the forest, looks at his dial "with lack-lustre eye" to note how 
"from hour to hour, we ripe, and ripe, I And then from hour to hour, we rot, 
and rot, I And thereby hangs a tale" (II.vii.21-28). Jaques too is very conscious 
of transience, seeing all life as a depressing progress from "the infant, I Mewling 
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and puking in the nurse's arms" to "second childishness and mere oblivion, I 
Sans teeth, sans eyes, sans taste, sans everything" (II.viii.143-66). 
The forest may echo with the carpe diem lyricism of a song like "It 
was a lover and his lass" (V.iii.14); it may contain Rosalind's urgency of love, 
Audrey's impatience to be wed, or Jaques' and Touchstone's pessimistic com-
ments on death and dissolution. But Arden also represents a state of content-
ment and holiday freedom emancipated from the constraints of the clock and 
the calendar. The banished duke "fleet[s] the time carelessly" (I.i.118); he 
"Lose[s] and neglect[s] the creeping hours of time" (II.vii.112), not worrying 
about when he will be able to retrieve his usurped throne. Orlando, having com-
plained of enforced idleness at home, wanders dreamily through the greenwood 
with no thought of obtaining justice from his wicked brother. Rosalind does 
not trouble to seek out her exiled father even though he is in the immediate 
vicinity, and Celia announces after arriving in Arden, "I like this place, I And 
willingly could waste my time in it" (II.iv. 92-9 3 ). Life in the forest is untram-
meled by chores or routines, and even eating and sleeping are apparently casual 
and unregulated. One of the lessons of the forest is that the holiness of the 
heart's affections, the world of selflessness and joy truly experienced, may 
liberate us from thinking in terms of yesterday or tomorrow and put us in 
touch with what is timeless. It is not always necessary or desirable to conceive 
of time chronometrically; one may regard it with Walton or Thoreau as simply 
a "stream" to "go a-fishing in."7 
The paradoxical view of time which pastoral and anti-pastoral attitudes 
in combination may promulgate is symbolized by both the songs of the play 
and its numerous references to seasonal change. Though by definition music is 
sequential and performed in obedience to time, it may nevertheless evoke a 
sense of the timeless by transporting the listener or performer to a higher emo-
tional state, thus freeing him from merely quotidian preoccupations. Moreover, 
its recurrences suggest changelessness through the very processes of change. A 
chorus such as "Then heigh-ho, the holly, I This life is most jolly" (II.vii.182-
8 3) must produce some such effect. Similarly the regularity of seasonal rhythms, 
the inevitability by which "winter and rough weather" (11.v.8) yield to 
"spring-time, the only pretty ring-time" (V.iii.17), can give rise to a concept of 
transcendent permanence. In Spenser's Mutabilitie Cantos, Nature articulates a 
Christian neo-Platonic philosophy of time that, while not explicity stated in As 
You Like It, is nevertheless consistent with the strain of pastoral idealism in the 
play: 
I well consider all that ye haue sayd 
And find that all things stedfastnes doe hate 
And changed be: yet being rightly wayd 
They are not changed from their first estate; 
But by their change their being doe dilate: 
And turning to themselues at length againe, 
Doe worke their owne perfection so by fate: 
Then ouer them Change doth not rule and raigne; 
But they raigne ouer change, and doe their states maintaine. 
(The Faerie Queene VII.vii.58)8 
The final pair of opposites-objectivity and subjectivity-is as much a 
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part of Shakespeare's theme in As You Like It as the others I have mentioned, 
chiefly because romance is one thing for those whose emotions are deeply en-
gaged in it and somethi~ quite different to those who merely look on from a 
position of detachment. It has been wisely said that there is only one thing 
sillier than being in love, and that is thinking that love itself is silly. Shakespeare 
allows us as his audience to take both positions at once-to see love through the 
eyes of both the lover and the skeptic. Therefore we have the double privilege 
of laughing with characters at the same time that we laugh at them. To the 
lovesick Silvius, Phebe is a goddess of love, a paragon of celestial beauty, but 
we know that he recreates her in the image of his own ideal because of the 
emotion he feels. Phebe in turn thinks that she loves Rosalind in the same way 
that Silvius loves her because she cannot penetrate the male disguise of the per-
son to whom she is superficially attracted. But Rosalind can be brutally objec-
tive about Phebe's distinctly limited charms: 
mistress , know yourself. Down on your knees 
And thank heaven, fasting, for a good man's love ; 
For I must tell you friendly in your ear, 
Sell when you can, you are not for all markets. (III.v.57-60) 
We can see that Audrey is taking a fool (and probably a libertine as well) for 
her husband when she accepts Touchstone so uncritically, but love does not 
see with the eyes of reason or practicality , nor do we desire that it should. 
Touchstone, the professional fool, rudely hails Corin as " you clown!" 
(II.iv.62) because he can see on first meeting that the old rustic prefers the 
country to the court; but we soon learn that the pot is calling the kettle black, 
or rather that a shallow kind of wit is rebuking the wisdom born of age and 
experience. To the fool wisdom may look like folly, and yet we are permitted 
to enjoy the fun of Touchstone's mistake without being solemnly judicial or 
moralistic about it. Some men, like the duke and his companion foresters, are 
inclined to see a deer as the natural source of sport and food , while more earn-
est observers, like Jaques, may be moved to look upon the same animal as an 
emblem of human suffering. As You Like It not only shows up the limitation 
of both points of view, but enables us to recognize how dreary the world would 
be if it were composed exclusively of archery enthusiasts, connoisseurs of veni-
son, solicitors for the S.P.C.A., or fanatic vegetarians. One of the important 
lessons of Arden is that to a great extent truth is relative, and that beauty, espe-
cially in the case of lovers, resides in the eye of the beholder. 
Amidst this welter of attitudes and perspectives, how, we might ask, 
does Shakespeare unify his play? One way, I would suggest, is to make us more 
or less continuously aware of his own medium-the theatre-during the progress 
of the comedy. Of course we enter Arden ~ith the hero and heroine, participat-
ing imaginatively and sympathetically in their experience. But at the same time, 
we keep our distance from the stage because Shakespeare is forever calling our 
attention to the conventions and artificialities that make the theatrical illusion 
distinct from life. One of the more amusing instances of this Verfremdungsef 
fekt is Jaques' hasty departure from the stage when Orlando greets Rosalind 
decasyllabically in the midst of a prose scene: "Nay then God buy you, and 
you talk in blank verse!" (IV.i.29-30). The discrepant awareness keeps us re-
sponding to the experience of the play on two separate planes of reality. It is 
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one of the techniques Shakespeare uses to habituate us to holding contrary 
perspectives or attitudes in equilibrium. Jaques' famous speech, "All the world's 
a stage, I And all the men and women merely players" (II.vii .139-40), is the 
most obvious example of this self-consciousness, but other characters also use 
the same ancient metaphor. The duke speaks of life as "This wide and universal 
theatre" (II.vii.137), Corin refers to the wooing of Phebe as "a pageant truly 
play'd I Between the pale complexion of true love I And the red glow of scorn 
and proud disdain" (III.iv.48-50), and Rosalind " prove [s] a busy actor in their 
play" (111.iv.55). "All the world's a stage" was after all an idea very close to 
Shakespeare's heart, for his own playhouse, newly constructed in 1599, was 
called The Globe, and the words of Jaques just quoted are a translation of the 
theatre's motto: Totus mundus agit bistrionem ("All the world practices stage-
playing''). 
The world of theatre is both like life and different from it at the same 
time. Not only do human actors play the roles of Touchstone and Jaques and 
the duke; inside the play proper these characters all play roles to each other, 
showing different sides of themselves, striking different postures in different 
situations and relationships. Touchstone, for instance, plays the critic of court-
ly values while he is still at court, but when he is talking to a country swain in 
Arden he pretends to be the spokesman for courtly elegance and sophistica-
tion. Jaques adopts melancholia as a conscious stance to impress others, claim-
ing that he rails satirically against the world to cure it of its pride and folly . But 
he himself is the most prideful and egotistical of all the characters, and his 
steadfast refusal to participate in the happiness of others is a kind of foolish-
ness that makes all his vaunted travel and experience nearly worthless. It may 
be true that babies vomit, that lovers sigh like furnaces , that some old men turn 
into senile vegetables, but to pretend that these images define infancy, adoles-
cence, or old age is an absurd falsification of what everyone knows. Shakespeare 
makes the hollowness of Jaques' melancholic role obvious by bringing the dig-
nified and lovable old man Adam on stage immediately after the facile generali-
zations on the toothless senility of the aged. The banished duke may take on 
the role of Robin Hood for a time, but he abandons it quickly enough when 
the opportunity comes to regain his dukedom. 
The character of Rosalind, a beautiful girl who is disguised as a boy for 
most of the play (and who of course was acted by a boy in Shakespeare's 
theatre), focuses the tension between the play world and the real world most 
creatively and variously for us. She is a role-player of the richest humor and 
complexity, for she pretends to give disinterested lessons in wooing to the very 
man she wants to woo her. Her first words at the beginning of the comedy set 
the characteristic tone of her utterance : " Dear Celia, I show more mirth than 
I am mistress .of ... " (I.ii.2-3) . We watch her playing a theatrical game that 
combines pretense with sincerity, that involves both detachment and engage-
ment at the same time, that mediates between an acerbic, intelligent wittiness 
and the pathos of longing. She sets up , and acts in, a joyous and theatrically 
contrived comedy-within-a-comedy that merges with what we accept as a 
deeply felt reality. When Rosalind (in her disguise as Ganymede) faints at the 
sight of the bloody napkin, the evidence of Orlando's injury, and then pretends 
that she only "counterfeited" shock as part of the wooing game, Shakespeare 
gives us a wonderfully effective example of humor and pathos fusing. And 
Rosalind's serious yet playful role-playing is intimately related to that deepen-
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ing self-awareness that seems always to be concomitant with Shakespeare's 
celebration of romantic love.10 
George Bernard Shaw remarked that the role of Rosalind "is to the 
actress what Hamlet is to the actor"-a part so intrinsically varied and fascinat-
ing that with any competence at all the performer who undertakes it can scarce-
ly fail.1 1 Much of this fascination and variety lies in the multiple perspectives 
of the play that converge so charmingly in her. She is both natural and gracious, 
strong and frail, virtuous and full of mischief, divinely beautiful and humanly 
earthy all at once. She is conscious of time at the very moment that she seems 
to occupy and irradiate a world of timeless contentment. She is an activist 
without being too crudely or obviously aggressive. She is both a lover and a 
mocker of love, by turns both a subjectivist and an objectivist. As soulful and 
sensitive princess, as clever teacher and manipulator, as actor-actress, as stage-
manager, and finally as epilogue to her own play (a function that gives fresh 
meaning to Jaques' proverb on life's exits and entrances), she makes it possible 
for us to share more fully than do any of the more limited characters the 
unique matrix of perspectives that is Shakespeare's comic art. Rosalind is the 
very symbol of theatre as they liked it at the Globe in 1599, and as we continue 
still to like it. 
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OF SOWS' EARS AND SILK PURSES: 
TRANSFORMATION IMAGES IN 
THE TAMING OF THE SHREW 
* Marion Perret 
ABSTRACT. Because trying to turn a wilful wife into an obedient one is the 
central concern of any shrew play, the audience perceives images of transforma-
tion in relation to the expected final transformation. Though in the Induction 
and the suitors' plot change of appearance is associated with deception, in the 
taming plot change of appearance is dissociated from deception. In the Induc-
tion the verbal images of transformation emphasized and reinforced by the 
action suggest that metamorphosis is expedient and exploitative, but in the 
last scene the blurring of structural parallels to the Sly plot and the harmony 
of Kate's actions with her words and with others' interpretation of these en-
courage us to forget the Induction and to recall the image of manning a falcon 
rather than the mythological metamorphoses. Shakespeare manipulates the 
visual and verbal images of transformation so we can accept as genuine the 
conversion which provides a happy ending to the play. 
As anyone who has made posters knows, it is fairly easy to find a visual 
image to represent Shakespeare's tragedies-for instance, a black-clad young 
prince contemplating a skull or a maddened old king and fool braving the 
storm. the Taming of the Shrew, though far less complex than the tragedies, is 
harder to sum up visually: where the image of a would-be king stretching his 
hand toward a dagger evokes the image of his wife scrubbing endlessly at the 
blood it draws, the image of the tamer and his shrew locked in farcical physical 
combat does not evoke the image of the submissive wife stooping to put her 
hand beneath her master's foot. 
Critics unable to reconcile these two images of Kate view this final 
dramatic emblem of a Kate "conformable" not as the outward sign of an in-
ward grace but as the evidence of a shrewishness grown shrewder about how to 
get its way. 1 Margaret Webster, for example, believes that the shrew has "only 
changed her technique," having learned "that 'to serve, love, and obey' in all 
outward seeming is the surest road to victory" over Petruchio.2 Though Kate's 
apparently frank and freely given compliance seems to indicate true transform-
ation, most of the play's transformation images suggest that her demonstration 
of obedience is but one more tactical maneuver or one more change leading to 
frustration. The visual and verbal images of transformation which fill The Tam-
ing of the Shrew help shape our interpretation of the final image of Kate's con-
version. Since we, like the Elizabethan playgoers, know that trying to turn a 
wilful wife into an obedient one is the central concern of any shrew play, we 
thus relate any transformation to the possible transformation of the shrew. 
We therefore need to examine how Shakespeare manipulates these images so 
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we can accept as genuine and good the transformation that provides a happy 
ending for the play. 
In both the Induction and the suitors' plot transformation is presented 
as purely external, an unambiguously illusory means to an end. Lucentio and 
Hortensio disguise themselves as tutors so they can have opportunity to woo 
Bianca; the Lord disguises himself as a servant so he can savor the tinker's reac-
tion to finding himself suddenly a lord. Though disguise can lower social status, 
disguise can also elevate: in the Induction the page is transformed into a "lady" 
and the tinker into a "lord;" in the suitors' plot Lucentio's servant is trans-
formed into his master and the Pedant into his master's rich father. Kate like-
wise stands to gain respect and approval if she shows herself transformed into 
an obedient wife, for an Elizabethan wife's authority is backed by her hus-
band's only as long as she does not cross his will. That all the visual transforma-
tions in the Induction and suitors' plot are expedient and temporary suggests 
that Kate's apparent metamorphosis may also be expedient and temporary. 
Shakespeare makes clear in both the suitors' plot and the Induction 
that images projected for a purpose will be discarded as soon as their usefulness 
is over. In the suitors' plot Hortensio lays aside his pretense when he ceases 
to court Bianca, Lucentio his when he marries her; the arrival of the real 
Vincentio exposes the false one. In the Induction none of the disguises is 
dropped before the characters disappear from the play, but the illusions clearly 
cannot and will not be maintained-to make a tinker into a lord takes more 
than a change of clothes and to remain permanently a servant is not the Lord's 
aim. That Sly's transformation is only temporary has led some critics to deduce 
that in her final demonstration of obedience Kate must be temporarily dis-
guising her true feelings. 3 Other visual images of transformation, however, sug-
gest that Kate's change is neither temporary nor superficial. 
In the taming plot visual images of transformation reveal rath4r than 
conceal: a change of clothes signifies not disguise but a change in belief. When 
Petruchio appears strangely garbed for his wedding, Tranio observes that the 
groom "hath some meaning in his mad attire" (III.ii.126);5 this meaning-that 
marriage is a relation of more than social appearances-Petruchio explains in 
saying "To me she's married, not unto my clothes" (III.ii.119). The change of 
clothes shows Petruchio has put aside with bachelorhood his belief that to 
wive wealthily is to wive happily. The clothes Kate wears to her sister's wed-
ding likewise signify a new attitude. When Kate tries on the cap Petruchio has 
ordered, she insists that it suits her well: "Gentlewomen wear such caps as 
these" (IV.iii.70). Petruchio informs her that she shall have such a cap only 
when she suits him well: "When you are gentle, you shall have one too, I And 
not till then" (IV.iii.71-72). Kate's wearing this cap thus reminds us that she 
has been "gentled," a change which Petruchio asks her to proclaim publicly by 
throwing her cap underfoot. Though in bidding her do this, Petruchio declares 
that the cap is not becoming; Kate's compliance shows that it does indeed suit 
her, in Petruchio's terms now as well as her own. As the Elizabethans were 
reminded twice a year in church, the "apparel of her head" signifies the wife's 
obedience to her husband. 6 _ 
Kate's treading on the symbol of womanly obedience at her husband's 
command is thus an emblem less of submissiveness than of the paradox that 
loving service is perfect freedom, for Petruchio offers Kate the opportunity to 
express in a socially acceptable way her refusal to be cowed. This visual image 
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tells us as much about Petruchio as it does about Kate, but whether we see it 
as merely demonstrating her compliance or as also suggesting their cooperation 
depends upon whether we recognize that the cap itself is as symbolic of obedi-
ence as the action of stepping on it. 7 
Kate's putting her hand beneath her master's foot, however, is not in-
trinsically ambiguous. We see irony in the gesture only if we recognize that 
Kate's obeisance to her lord and master repeats that of the supposed "lady," 
who with "lowly courtesy" declares to Sly: 
My husband and my lord, my lord and husband; 
I am your wife in all obedience. (Ind.ii.108-109) 
It is worth noting that directors who wish to present Kate's display of obedi-
ence as ironic often add to Shakespeare's play the epilogue from the anony-
mous The Taming of a Shrew. They hope by this to remind the audience of a 
structural parallel to the Induction likely to have been forgotten during the 
intervening action:8 just as the page, Bartholomew, adopts a new wifely 
behavior to influence Sly to adopt a complementary one, Kate could alter her 
behavior to persuade Petruchio to give her what she wants. However, that 
Kate must conform to her husband's idea of a proper wife shows either 
Petruchio's power over her or the interdependence of their response to each 
other. It cannot show her exclusive control over a deceived Petruchio's reaction 
to her: to see the mule responding to the carrot as directing his driver is to 
adopt the viewpoint of a mule. 
The visual images of transformation throughout the play offer us two 
different perspectives on Kate's seeming reformation: the Induction and the 
suitors' plot present change of appearance as deception; the taming plot dis-
sociates change of appearance from deception. We cannot decide between 
these views of transformation on the basis of statistics. While there are con-
siderably more visual images of deception than of disclosure, the many images 
of deception are confined to the Induction and the suitors' plot, and the few 
images of disclosure have the special authority of being directly related to 
Petruchio and Kate. 
The verbal images of transformation early in The Taming of the Shrew 
are as unhelpful as the visual images in guiding us to see Kate's apparent refor-
mation as either a genuine change promising happiness or a pretended change 
allowing her to get what she wants. These verbal images of transformation, 
descriptions of scenes from Ovid's Metamorphoses which the servants use to 
persuade Sly to accept his apparent new identity, present transformation as 
real but unrewarding. 
The Ovidian scenes deal not with transformation itself but with the 
sexual desire which brings about transformation. The first of the "wanton 
pictures" offered Sly is of 
Adonis painted by a running brook, 
And Cytherea all in sedges hid, 
Which seem to move and wanton with her breath, 
Even as the waving sedges play with wind. (Ind.ii.52-5 3) 
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Here, as in Venus and Adonis and The Passionate Pilgrim, Shakespeare con-
flates the situation of Venus and Adonis in Book X of the Metamorphoses with 
the situation of Salmacis and Hermaphroditus in Book IV.9 This conflation is 
understandable, because both Ovidian stories deal with a lusty female in hot 
pursuit of a frosty male. The first picture presents the scene just after Salmacis 
has propositioned Hermaphroditus and has been rejected. Pretending to leave, 
she hides to admire his nakedness as he bathes. Her peeping leads to the trans-
formation for which they are famous : overcome with desire for what she sees, 
Salmacis leaps upon the disdainful boy, imprisoning him in her arms and 
praying that her embrace be made permanent. The gods grant her wish by 
giving them one body which is neither male nor female. 
Although the hermaphrodite is a common Renaissance symbol for the 
union of man and wife, the story of Salmacis and Hermaphroditus, as Keach 
points out, has a "largely independent interpretative history" ; the tale's nega-
tive significance is explained in the Epistle to Leicester which Golding attaches 
to his translation of Ovid: "Hermaphrodite and Salmacis declare I . . . that 
voluptuous lyfe breedes sin: which linking all together I Makes men too bee 
effeminate" (ll.113-16). 10 This mythological allusion is obviously inappro-
priate in relation to the taming of Kate. For one thing, the shrew scarcely sets 
out to captivate her suitor: Kate is the wooed, Petruchio, the wooer. For 
another, marriage to Kate does not make Petruchio conspicuously effeminate 
or Kate less womanly. Furthermore, union with Hermaphroditus changes 
Salmacis' conditio_n from better to worse, but this is not the effect of marriage 
on Kate: Salmacis and Hermaphroditus are doomed to everlasting sexual 
frustration because the transformation which unites them destroys the distinc-
tion between their genders, but Petruchio's "Why, there's a wench! Come on, 
and kiss me, Kate" (V.ii.180) pays tribute to Kate's womanliness, and his 
enthusiastic "Come, Kate, we'll to bed" (V.ii.184) promises their union will be 
joyous. 
The second of the "wanton pictures" offered Sly seems more appro-
priate in that it shows the suffering of a woman transformed against her will. 
This Ovidian scene depicts 
Io as she was a maid, 
And how she was beguiled and surpris'd 
As lively painted as the deed was done. (Ind.ii.56-58) 
Io suffers both before and after her metamorphosis: Jove rapes her, then 
changes her into a cow to disguise the evidence of his offense; Juno, wise 
enough to her husband's ways, has Argos persecute the wretched animal until 
Jove promises to behave himself. Petruchio, however, does not even consum-
mate his marriage to Kate, let alone rape her. 11 Though the sacrament of 
marriage, as Petruchio reminds us (III.ii.231-34 ), turns Kate into ox, ass, or 
anything her husband desires, her situation is not otherwise analogous to Io's. 
Io eventually regains her form, but Kate's uncomfortable experience as 
Petruchio's "anything" creates in her a transformation far more profound than 
mere physical alteration-taming makes Kate a wife, not just a deflowered virgin. 
Furthermore, Io's transformation brings her only continued suffering, while 
Kate's transformation, whether genuine or feigned, ends her physical discom-
fort and draws from Petruchio a prediction of peace, love , and quiet life. 
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The third of the "wanton pictures" further emphasizes the physical and 
emotional anguish of a woman: 
Daphne roaming through a thorny wood, 
Scratching her legs that one shall swear she bleeds, 
And at that sight shall sad Apollo weep, 
So workmanly the blood and tears are drawn. (Ind.ii.59-61) 
In this scene, which precedes Daphne's transformation into a laurel, Daphne 
suffers both when she flees Apollo's embrace and when she loses her human 
form. Unlike Daphne, Kate is not trapped in a situation which is the lesser of 
two evils. The change which protects Daphne from violation does little to 
improve her condition, for it shuts her away from a life she loves; the meta-
morphosis which frees Kate from a life she does not love-a life in which 
shrewish scorn brings first scorn of shrewishness, then a taste of her own 
"humour"-offers Kate a new life of mutual acceptance and respect. 
All three Ovidian stories underscore the ultimate futility of transforma-
tion which seals the frustration of love: Salmacis cannot find true fulfillment in 
her own body, nor can Io as a cow, nor can Daphne as a tree. Kate's metamor-
phosis, regarded by everyone but the shrewish wives as the beginning of "what 
not, that's sweet and happy" (V.ii.110), seems to show the unanimity of her 
spirit and of Petruchio's as well as prefigure the union of their bodies. 
While watching the Induction, the first audience of The Taming of the 
Shrew could not know for sure how the scenes from the Metamorphoses relate 
to the scene they would expect to see at the end of the play, yet they could 
note a shift in emphasis. A shrew play focuses on whether or not the wife can 
be transformed, and marital bliss is assumed to accompany proper domestic 
order; the Ovidian scenes, however, presuppose transformation and focus in-
stead on the emotions accompanying it. In retrospect, we may reflect that the 
"wanton pictures" do not prepare us for the effect of Kate's metamorphosis, 
but as we watch the play we are likely to be conscious only that they suggest 
that there will be a metamorphosis and that it will be caused by sexual desire. 
The Ovidian illustrations offered Sly are structurally important to 
the play because they lead the tinker, who rejects the temptation of all of a 
lord's pastimes except viewing "wanton pictures," to accept his transformation 
into a "lord." Erotic art tends to become less a spectator sport than an induce-
ment to active indulgence. These Ovidian scenes show Sly that the god's licen-
tiousness gives him license to take on an identity which will bring what he 
desires. The mythological scenes offer both the temptation to sin and the ex-
cuse for it; like Falstaff rationalizing his transformation into a Windsor stag, Sly 
c.an say, "Remember, Jove, thou wast a bull for thy Europa .... When gods 
have hot backs, what shall poor men do?" (Wiv. V.v.3-4,11-12). Considering 
the "wanton pictures" with his mind's eye, Sly has no difficulty accepting his 
new identity or choosing among the entertainments it offers him: 
Am I a lord? and have I such a lady? 
Upon my life, I am a lord indeed 
And not a tinker nor Cristophero Sly. 
Well, bring our lady hither. (Ind. ii.70, 74-76) 
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Sly's alacrity in bidding his "lady" to bed shows that what stirs him is not the 
desire for sleep but the stimulation of the "wanton pictures" and the availabil-
ity of a "lady" who has languished at being "abandon'd from [his] bed" (Ind. 
ii.117) for fifteen years. Where both the Ovidian scenes and the action of the 
Induction show the pressure of sexual desire as bringing about transformation, 
the taming plot shows a resolutely chaste Petruchio devoting his wedding night 
to a "sermon on continence" and a Kate longing for sleep, not for sex. Pre-
pared by the Induction to see lust figure prominently in the taming, we note 
that it does not. The contrast between the action of the Induction and the 
action of the taming plot is instructive, yet as the play progresses we focus not 
on this contrast but on the character of the relationship we see developing be-
fore us. 
While watching the play, we are not likely to compare the Induction 
and the last scene for two reasons. First, so much has been going on since Sly 
disappeared that what is long out of sight is apt to be out of mind as well. 
Second, the Sly-Kate parallel is made less clear by other parallels which work 
at cross-purposes. Kate is like Sly in being asked to adopt a new, more accept-
able social identity, but she is also like Bartholomew, the page, in presenting an 
exaggerated image of the model wife. To see Kate as deceived into thinking a 
new social identity proper for her to acquire and as deceiving others into 
thinking she already possesses this new social identity requires not only double 
vision but also a lapse in logic. If Kate thinks the new behavior Petruchio wants 
from her is proper, she has no reason to pretend to be proper rather than 
simply to be proper. This confused perspective becomes even more dizzying 
when we consider that a parallel between Bartholomew and Kate as deceivers 
implies a corresponding parallel between Sly and Petruchio as the deceived. If 
Kate and Petruchio are both parallel to Sly, then presumably they are parallel 
to each other; therefore, if their minds are matched, Kate's demonstration of 
obedience has to be taken at face value. While watching the play we are not 
conscious of any influence from the Induction which might undercut our ac-
ceptance of Kate as meaning just what she says: we either do not see any struc-
tural parallels because we do not recall the Induction or we see so many paral-
lels that we quickly cancel them out to concentrate on the action immediately 
before us. 
Other verbal images of transformation, which for a little more than an 
act remind us of the "wanton pictures" offered Sly, do not invite us to reflect 
on what they suggest about the genuineness of Kate's conversion. We dismiss 
the images of Jove as a bull beguiling Europa (I.i.172-75) or as a swan forcing 
Leda (I.ii.244) because the transformation is of a male, not a female. The trans-
formation Petruchio proposes when wooing, "O, be thou Dian, and let her be 
Kate; I And then let Kate be chaste and Dian sportful" (II.i.262-63), designed 
to make Kate realize that mortal women are meant to marry, ceases to be 
relevant when Kate weds. However, the transformation (l.ii.69) to which 
Petruchio refers in swearing that he will marry the shrew he has not seen, no 
matter how unattractive she is, becomes relevant to Kate only after she marries. 
In a metamorphosis as astonishing as Kate's, Florient's "foul" lady becomes 
miraculously beautiful. Though . both women change radically, the causes of 
change are different. The transformation of Florient's lady follows not the 
wife's acceptance of male supremacy but the husband's acceptance of female 
mastery. Even those critics who see Kate as deceiving Petruchio by pretending 
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submissiveness do not accuse Kate of forcing her husband to acknowledge her 
dominance !12 If we catch the fleeting reference to Florient and his wife, we 
realize as quickly that their situation-in which the husband is submissive, the 
wife transformed-reverses and divides the one we expect to see at the end of a 
play entitled The Taming of a Shrew. But this brief image is not memorable, 
and the action of the play does not give us time to ponder it. 
How much an image influences the audience depends on how often the 
image occurs and how important it is when it appears. The play's most striking 
verbal image of transformation is Petruchio's comparison of the taming of his 
shrew to the taming of a falcon : 
My falcon now is sharp and passing empty; 
And till she stoop she must not be full-gorg'd, 
For then she never looks upon her lure. 
Another way I have to man my haggard, 
To make her come and heed her keeper's call, 
That is, to watch her, as we watch these kites 
That bate and beat and will not be obedient. (IV.i.19 3-99) 
The transformation imagery of manning a falcon is more useful to the play-
wright than the earlier mythological images of suffering women: the falcon 
imagery is apt because teaching a shrew to obey, like training a hawk, keeps 
sympathy for the trainee subdued, approval solidly with the trainer. Because 
this speech makes its point so tellingly and in retrospect reminds us of several 
scenes, we tend to forget that the comparison, which does not occur until the 
fourth act, is not developed throughout the play. After the analogy is intro-
duced, Petruchio refers only once more to a falcon, this time to distinguish be-
tween his wife and his hawk: 
Twenty crowns! 
I'll venture so much of my hawk or hound, 
But twenty times so much upon my wife. (V.ii.70-72) 
When Kate learns her proper place in the social order, the images no longer 
compare her to animals, whether shrew or falcon. 
How, then, do the images of transformation influence our acceptance 
of Kate's public d isplay that she is, as her father proclaims, "changed, as she 
had never been" (V.ii.115)? Kate is demonstrably no longer a shrew, since a 
shrew is defined by her actions, and a shrew who does not act shrewish would 
be a contradiction in terms. The issue is whether the picture of the model wife 
which Kate presents is or is not a good likeness of her. The visual images of 
transformat ion, which have offered us two possible perspectives on Kate's 
metamorphosis, do not hinder our accepting her reformation as just what it 
seems, because the last disguises were dropped in the scene preceding-whether 
Bianca's altered behavior reveals true character or a change in character, if it 
makes us think of deception at all, we think of deception as abandoned rather 
than adopted. The problem presented by the verbal images of transformation 
is solved when imagery of manning a falcon replaces allusion to mythological 
metamorphoses. Although some unpleasantness is involved in discipling a hawk, 
we approve wholeheartedly both the relationship between trainer and trainee 
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and the change in the bird; we do not question the genuineness of the tamed 
hawk's new attitude. However much Petruchio may curb her actions, Kate 
has never concealed her feelings. She is "free I Even to the uttermost, as 
[she pleases], in words" (IV.iii.78-80). Her behavior may at times have been 
deliberately misinterpreted by Petruchio, but her words and actions have al-
ways gone together. In the final scene her actions, her words, and others' in-
terpretations of her behavior are all aligned. Kate looks and sounds like the 
obedient wife who has twice before demonstrated her conformity to her 
husband's will. The structural parallels between the Induction and the last 
scene are too weakened to raise doubt about Kate's metamorphosis. Shake-
speare has skillfully manipulated the visual and verbal images so we are inclined 
to believe the testimony of our eyes and ears, to accept the final image of 
transformation as the final evidence of transformation. 
NOTES 
1 Harold C. Goddard, The Meaning of Shakespeare (Chicago: Univ. of 
Chicago Press, 1951), p. 71, exclaims, "How intolerable it would be if she and 
Shakespeare really meant it (as if Shakespeare could ever have meant it!)." In 
their insistence that Shakespeare wrote "not of an age but for all time," many 
critics forget that this practical playwright wrote his dramas only incidentally 
for us and for eternity: he wrote for the men-and women-of his time. This 
grounding in modem rather than Elizabethan values is my prime objection to 
a fascinating article by Coppelia Kahn, "The Taming of the Shrew: Shake-
speare's Mirror of Marriage," Modern Language Studies, 5 (1975), 88-102, 
which pictures a Kate who "subverts her husband's power without attempting 
to challange it" (p. 88). 
2 Margaret Webster, "A Director's Comments on Staging The Taming of 
the Shrew," in The Taming of the Shrew (New York: Laurel-Dell, 1958), 
pp. 22-23. 
3 Goddard, p. 73; Kahn, p. 89. 
4 Norman Sanders, "Themes and Imagery in The Taming of the Shrew," 
in Renaissance Papers 1963 (Durham, N.C. : Southern Renaissance Conference, 
1964), p. 69, notes that clothes can be a measure either of the inward man or 
of the deception he practices. 
5 All Shakespearean quotations are from The Complete Works of 
Shakespeare, ed. Hardin Craig (Chicago: Scott Foresman, 1971). 
6 "Of the State of Matrimony," Certain Sermons or Homilies Appointed 
To Be Read in Churches in the Time of Queen Elizabeth of Famous Memory 
(London, 1864), p. 539. 
7 Sanders, who does not re 1 :ognize this, sees in Kate's action only "a 
symbol of her new realization of w.1at she has been but is no longer" (p.70). 
8 Webster, for instance, advises other directors "to raid the rest of the 
Sly material which is to be found in the other 'Shrew' play" (p. 24). 
9 See The Poems, in A New Variorum Edition of Shakespeare, ed. 
Hyder Edward Rollins (Philadelphia: Lippincott, 1938), XXII, 278, 391, 
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396-400. This assumption is also made by J. A. K. Thomson in his study Shake-
speare and the Classics (London: Allen & Unwin, 1952), pp. 61-62. 
10 William Keach, Elizabethan Erotic Narratives: Irony and Pathos in 
the Ovidian Poetry of Shakespeare , Marlowe, and Their Contemporaries (New 
Brunswick, N.J. : Rutgers Univ. Press, 1977), p. 192. 
11 The taming process has been somewhat carelessly compared to a 
psychological rape. While it is true that Petruchio forces Kate to acquiesce to 
his will, a rapist has no concern for his victim but sadistically enjoys the pleas-
sure of abusing her. Petruchio's aim, however, is ultimate happiness for them 
both. Since he also suffers the discomfort he imposes on Kate, going without 
food and sleep to insure that she does, his immediate pleasure in the taming 
must be small. 
12 Kahn notes that "whether she remains spiritually independent of 
Petruchio or sincerely believes in his superiority, her outward behavior must be 
the same-that of the perfect Griselda, a model for all women" (p. 97). 
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" THE EAGLES ARE GONE": 
SOLILOQUIES IN THE TRAGI-COMEDIES 
* Barbara D. Palmer 
ABSTRACT. Several of Shakespeare's works have come to be known as the 
"problem" plays or tragi-comedies, particularly All's Well That Ends Well, 
Measure For Measure, and Troilus and Cressida. Although scholars generally 
agree that these plays pose difficulties, they disagree on the causes, variously 
citing thematic incongruities, the move to Blackfriars, or a possible decline in 
Shakespeare's powers and good humor. 
These "problem" plays, however, were written in the same years as the 
high tragedies, which do not pose such difficulties. One reason is the general 
absence of soliloquies in the tragi-comedies. Whereas characters in the tragedies 
are given their moments of introspection and self-explication, the tragi-comedy 
characters are not. The result is an evenness of tension, a sustained ambiguity, 
and a balance of forces which goes far to explain the distinctive nature of these 
three "problem" plays. 
Three of Shakespeare's plays, All's Well That Ends Well, Measure For 
Measure, and Troilus and Cressida, have since the last century often left both 
scholars and stagefolk dissatisfied, frustrated, or perplexed. Frequently grouped 
as the "problem" plays, or tragi-comedies, these three plays have elicited much 
critical disagreement. The tenor and range of this disagreement can be seen 
microcosmically in Tatlock's endorsement of Isabella as "a thing enskied and 
sainted," while Quiller-Couch called her "a bare procuress." 1 
Many of the observations made on these plays can be summarized 
briefly. Their plots are heavily derivative and thus sources, conventions, and 
Shakespeare's "unrealistic" adaptations are blamed for some of the apparent 
confusion. Characterization in them seems to blend motivated, examined char-
acteristics with conventional, unillustrated aspects. Attempts to explicate 
theme often point to a discrepancy between the questions raised in the play 
and the answers provided, a subordination of theme to plot. The mood or at-
mosphere has been called dark and subdued, the tone cynical, indifferent-
Chambers went so far as to speculate Shakespeare's nervous breakdown or 
religious conversion2-and a certain indifference to setting, to place, has been 
noted as well. 3 The language has seemed less memorable, less distinguished, 
even coarser, the wit passing into railing, the "great" speeches less tightly 
woven into the fabric of the play's diction. 
But t hese observations can be made of many of Shakespeare's plays: 
the plot of As You Like It is hardly original, the characterization of Falstaff no 
less a blend of conventional and individual aspects, the mood of King Lear 
hardly hilarious, the language of Romeo and Juliet not overly refined, and yet 
these are not "problem" plays. There we stand in our vague dissatisfaction with 
* Department of English, Chatham College, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 
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All's Well That Ends Well, Measure For Measure, and Troilus and Cressida, 
while the evidence for peculiar aspects sifts through our fingers. 
One aspect of these three plays, however, is different, and it is this tech-
nique I want to examine: Shakespeare's use of the soliloquy or solo speech.4 
Such an examination will not solve the various difficulties of these plays-
although many of the difficulties disappear when carried from the reading 
room to the stage-nor will it end the speculation on the nature or delivery of 
the soliloquy itself. What one will discover is that, for whatever reasons, Shake-
speare altered or constrained in these three plays the technique which we in 
retrospect almost credit him with having invented. 
Much intelligent commentary has been written on the solo speech, and 
it commonly is taken to reveal character and plot. 5 As important is the solil-
oquy's effect on the play as a whole through its structural function and dramat-
ic impact. When a character is alone on the stage, either physically or mentally 
isolated from the action which preceded him and the action which we assume 
will f9llow him, he creates an impression. The impression is of man alone, an 
image of stasis, which invites contrast with an impression of men together, an 
image of the world, of movement. 
Throughout his career, Shakespeare used the solo speech to this pur-
pose, to create a structural tension between man and the world, between stasis 
and movement. Whatever is revealed of character and plot in these soliloquies, 
whatever they contribute thematically to the various permutations of reality 
and illusion, whatever our poetic loss were they not there, they also affect the 
movement, pace, and structure of the play as a whole. This broad approach to 
the soliloquies is perhaps best expressed by John Sty an when he notes thaJ 
"Shakespeare envisages total theatre, and a total image is to be projected." 
These soliloquies function individually within the individual plays, being just 
one of the many techniques Shakespeare used to convey a whole play. One can, 
however, generalize about the role of the solo speech in the high comedies 
which precede the tragi-comedies and in the high tragedies which are concur-
rent with and follow them. 7 
As one might expect, the two comedies heavily concerned with illusion 
and reality, or the deception of appearances, contain soliloquies, whereas As 
You Like It contains none, unless one counts Jaques' reported apostrophe to 
the fallen deer. In Twelfth Night the six solo speeches reveal the love attrac-
tions, plot machinations, and confused identities; without the soliloquies much 
of the audience's ironic perception and delight in the chaos would be sacrificed. 
In Much Ado About Nothing, Benedick is given four of the six solo speeches, a 
technique which helps to reveal him as vulnerable and immensely likeable. Be-
cause love in this play is a contrary, a reversal, rather than based on the first-
sight attraction of the kind we find in As You Like It, some self-revelation is 
necessary, and Shakespeare provides it. In both plays, then, the solo speeches 
serve to clarify the plot, expose or establish a character, and provide ironic 
humor in the frequent discrepancy between the character's perception and the 
action. 
In the tragedies the soliloquies also of course reveal character and plot 
but, more importantly, they provide a movement, pace, and tension to the 
play's structure. By manipulating the soliloquies and the action, Shakespeare 
conveys a sense of individual man against the world, of stasis against action. He 
also conveys a sense of free choice: the image of a tragic hero alone, examining 
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his conflicts and revealing his motivations, strengthens the hero's causative role 
in the tragedy. 
The eight soliloquies in Hamlet particularly serve to counterpoise the 
static against the active, the private against the public . After the initial council 
scene with Claudius' long public oration,8 for example, Shakespeare gives Ham-
let his first soliloquy, which in length matches Claudius' speech (I.ii.129-59) 
and in effect responds to it. In Othello the ten solo speeches divide almost 
exactly: Iago has five in the first half of the play which repeatedly convey the 
cause of the action and the consistent direct presence of evil. In the last half of 
the play, Othello's solo speeches show the effect of the action. Although Lear 
himself has no solo speeches, the play contains nine, which, in the main, ad-
vance plot or amplify theme. They occur at regular intervals in the action and 
sound a measured note of cosmic fate and doom. Lear's character, of course, 
does not allow revelation through soliloquy: when sane, he reveals himself in 
unreflective action and for most of the play is totally alone in a world which he 
cannot share or explain. The thirteen solo speeches in Macbeth maintain the 
consistent pace and tension of Macbeth's debate with himself and regularly set 
before us the image of a man in conflict. Even Lady Macbeth's solo speeches 
stress Macbeth's dual nature, his private conscience or cowardice and his public 
ambition. 
William W. Lawrence has asserted that one of the constants which link 
Shakespeare's comedies, tragedies
9 
tragi-comedies, and romances is his "superb 
truthfulness of characterization." Certainly one would agree that the tragic 
heroes and villains are truthfully characterized, and one of the major reasons 
we believe the characterizations is that Shakespeare sets them out on the stage 
alone to speak for themselves. Whatever the accuracy of the views they express, 
the accuracy of their own belief in those views and the force of their very pres-
ence cannot be doubted. In the tragi-comedies, for whatever reason, Shakespeare 
handles the solo speech differently. Probably immediately preceded by Hamlet 
and followed by Othello, Lear, and Macbeth, the three tragi-comedies contain 
infrequent and usually unrevealing solo speeches. Their "truth of characteriza-
tion" consequently is affected, and, as Pandarus says in Act I of Troilus and 
Cressida, "the eagles are gone: crows and claws, crows and claws!" (ii.263-64). 
Nowhere does Shakespeare have an opportunity to launch more soaring 
eagles than in Troilus: the soliloquies which a Hector, Troilus, Archilles, or 
Ulysses might have delivered stir the soul to imagine. But "much virtue in 'If,' " 
and in fact none of the very few and very brief solo speeches in Troilus stirs 
one to much more than disgust. Troilus and Cressida each have an opening act 
solo speech of almost equal length, both of which use merchandising diction. 
Troilus' soliloquy (I.i.92-107) debunks the war, Cressida's (I.ii. 308-21) de-
bunks love, and between them they effectively cancel the possibility of either 
of the play's major subjects being idealized or exalted. Troilus' only other solo 
speech (III.ii. 19-30) is a paean to his sexual appetite which degenerates to food 
images and his somewhat premature fear of being sated. Cressida's second solo 
speech is V.ii.107-12 , the six lines in which she bids Troilus farewell and 
blames women's inconstancy. 
What we find in Troilus instead of soliloquies are two techniques which 
contribute to the generally leveled and unheroic effect of the play. First, 
Shakespeare takes the long speeches, which in form and content resemble solil-
oquies, and places them in a public sphere. In I.iii., Agamemnon's thirty-line 
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speech on fate, Nestor's twenty-three-line speech on will and courage, and 
Ulysses' sixty-two-line oration on order produce the image of a debate, a 
formal rhetorical presentation. This scene is balanced by II.ii., the Trojan 
counterpart, in which Hector and Troilus alternate equally long speeches on 
honor and courage. The scene obviously parallels the debate in the Greek camp, 
but by virtue of the very repetition and verbiage of the two scenes the content 
is made trivial: one has seen twice that this is a war of words. Troilus' apparent 
idealism in this scene-reasonable moderation is cowardice, defending Helen is 
glory-rings a trifle hollow after his earlier soliloquy which calls them 
Fools on both sides! Helen must needs be fair 
When with your blood you daily paint her thus. 
I cannot fight upon this argument, 
It is too starv'd a subject for my sword. (I.i.93-96) 
The second technique which Shakespeare uses is the prose chorus in 
the person of foul-mouthed Thersites. In his four solo commentaries he plucks 
the string of "wars and lechery," sounding a refrain which reinforces the tone 
throughout the play. His notes are collected by Pandarus and distributed in the 
solo speech which ends the play, his commentary on venereal disease. 
In Themes and Conventions of Elizabethan Tragedy, M.C. Bradbrook 
notes that "the necessity for exchange," dialogue, "produces an inevitable 
modulation" and goes on to say that "it may therefore be possible to relate the 
decline of rant to the decline of the soliloquy and the long speech .... " 10 In 
Troilus, although one finds the decline of the soliloquy and an inevitable modu-
lation, there is no decline of rant or the long speech. The techniques simply 
have been distributed differently, their potential for making heroes dispersed 
among factious soldiers and the "vile owl," Thersites. Instead of elevating the 
individual from the world around him, a function which Hamlet's soliloquies 
serve, these long speeches and rant blend the characters, making all seem, as 
Pandarus says, "porridge after meat!" (I.ii.263 ). 
Of the six solo speeches in All's Well That Ends Well, three belong to 
Helena, whose only character trait which needs explanation is how she could 
love such an ass as Bertram. Her first speech early in I.i. is a twenty-line revel-
ation of her love for Bertram, a correction of the impression that she mourns 
her father. It passes into a seven-line aside as Parolles enters and she character-
izes him as a braggart and a liar (11. 90-116). Her second soliloquy is the brief 
but lovely exit speech at the end of the scene in which she declares that "Our 
remedies oft in ourselves do lie, / Which we ascribe to Heaven" (11. 231-32), a 
speech which seems to introduce a theme as well as her plot intention to heal 
the king. 
Helena's third and last solo speech occurs in III.ii. and signals the end 
of the development of the major plot conflict, Bertram's rejecting her and her 
determination to steal away rather than to endanger his safety. The soliloquy 
introduces none of the plot devices which rapidly tumble out and adds little 
to our already sympathetic perception of Helef)a. It instead seems to serve as 
an image of Helena alone, a visual segregation of her character from the 
bustling and frequently distasteful events which follow. 
The three other brief solo speeches in All's Well are delivered by the 
Countess (I.ii.134-42), Diana (IV.ii.67-76), and Parolles (IV.iii.366-76). 
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The Countess' rhymed couplets make a general comment on natural passion in 
the young, Diana's lines announce that she intends to remain a maiden, and 
Parolles' state that he will survive because he has no pride or position to lose. 
Both Diana's and Parolles' speeches are exit lines, as are two of Helena's three 
soliloquies. This positioning points up an important difference in Shakespeare's 
use of the solo speech in this play. Instead of providing static moments of man 
alone, instead of asking us to evaluate a character in relation to the action sur-
rounding him, these exit lines give us a sense of the solo speech as summary of 
the action and movement rather than as a contrast to or a foreshadowing of it. 
Our knowledge of a character's motivation is not amplified in these 
speeches, and the one character whose motivations we wish were more fully 
explicated, Bertram, is not given the opportunity to speak for himself. He thus 
remains shallow, seen only in relation to others and never in relation to himself. 
The effect is that Bertram has nothing to say for himself, that he can merely 
conduct dialogue with others, an effect we can only assume Shakespeare in-
tended to produce by the absence of solo speeches. Neither is Bertram given a 
supporting character to speak for him. Much Ado's Claudio, who resembles 
Bertram in immaturity and misjudgment, only has one ten-line solo speech, 
but he has the vocal Benedick to defend, explain, and ultimately correct him. 
Bertram has Parolles. 
The placement of the solo speeches, too, is worth observation. Helena's 
three soliloquies occur early in the play. During the last half of the action she is 
not alone on the stage, thus throwing the weight of the play on plot· resolution 
rather than on theme or character development. To introduce Helena as a char-
acter worthy of solo speeches in the first half of the play and then to abandon 
her to plot machinations in the second is to invite a discrepancy. One probably 
should not inquire why Shakespeare limited and isolated solo inquiry in this 
play, but simply to notice that he did is to explain in part why the play fre-
quently strikes us as trivial and superficial. 
The third tragi-comedy, Measure For Measure, returns, at least in part, 
to the techniques of the solo speech Shakespeare used in the tragedies, which is 
probably one reason why this play works better on the stage than the other 
two. Although the play contains only six solo speeches, they are carefully 
spaced to reveal one character consistently and in some depth. Several of them, 
too , occur at the right dramatic moment, the point when an audience needs or 
expects a clarification much as we "need" Hamlet's opening soliloquy as a 
response and reaction to the preceding court scene. 
During the first act of Measure For Measure, Shakespeare establishes 
the world of Vienna which envelops this play: the problems and ethical con-
cerns initially are presented as part of the social, public arena. Not until Act II 
does he narrow the focus to individual man and private conscience, the heart 
of the body politic, visually presented in Angelo's first soliloquy (II.ii.161-87). 
After Isabella's exit, Angelo steps forward to admit his temptation and to 
question directly his own character: "What dost thou, or what art thou, 
Angelo?" (l. 173). It is an important speech, for it not only adds depth to 
Angelo's character and provides a certain sympathy for his dilemma, or at 
least sympathy for his honesty in addressing it directly, but also it points to 
the major theme of the appearance and reality of virtue. 
His second soliloquy (II.iv.1-17, 19-30) carefully builds on the first 
and adds credibility both to his struggle and also to the time scheme of the 
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play. The interval between the two speeches creates the stage illusion that An-
gelo has tried to master his passion and has failed, as he again admits his pride, 
temptation, and lust: ."When I would pray and think, I think and pray" (l.1). 
Isabella's only soliloquy occurs at the end of this scene and reveals her 
reaction to Angelo's proposition, a naive blend of amazement, decisiveness, and 
misjudgment. This speech seldom is given the stage force it ought to command. 
In sixteen lines, Shakespeare marks Isabella with three distinct black-and-white 
characteristics: she is naive, unimaginative, and thus shockable; she rushes to 
decision rather than endure uncertainty; and she assumes that the world-or at 
least Claudio-will automatically match her perception, an assumption which 
never fails to amuse an audience, if not Claudio. When these characteristics are 
transmitted convincingly, the character of Isabella becomes less problematic. 
The harsh edges can be softened visually throughout the play, as seems to be 
s.uggested in Lucio's noting that her eyes are red from weeping, and her final 
apparent accommodation to the Duke made less of a reversal. 
The Duke's only solo speech (III.ii.275-96) generally is thought to 
have been written by another hand, partially because of its ungainly iambic 
tetrameter. Although the speech does contribute to theme and plot, the meter 
somewhat inhibits character revelation, much like giving Bottom a soliloquy. 
Whether the speech is Shakespeare's or not, however, it is interesting that 
someone felt the need to let the Duke speak for himself or to explain his views 
at this point. No one except Iago is as active in plot machinations as the Duke, 
and yet Iago is given at least six opportunities to express his motives and 
methods. The effect of the Duke's near-silence is to make him a presence rather 
than a person, thus further reducing the gravity of the ethical concerns raised 
in the first half of the play. 
Angelo's last soliloquy occurs late in the play (IV.iv.23-37) and again 
fills an audience's need to know how he has reacted to his apparent seduction. 
Although he tells us that "This deed unshapes me quite, makes me unpregnant" 
(l. 23), he also reveals his motive for ordering Claudio's death and his accom-
panying feelings of guilt. These three soliloquies, then, occur at appropriate 
dramatic moments and expose a character in conflict with himself-a function 
solo speeches also serve in the tragedies. 
The comparison with the tragedies is not invalid in this one respect: 
the diction of two of Angelo's three soliloquies parallels the soliloquy diction 
in Hamlet. Angelo anguishes that "When I would pray and think, I think and 
pray," while Claudius confesses that 
Pray can I not, 
Though inclination be as sharp as will: 
My words fly up, my thoughts remain below. 
(Ham. III.iii.38-39, 97) 
Again, Angelo says that 
This deed unshapes me quite, make me unpregnant 
And dull to all proceedings. (M.M. IV.iv. 2 3-24) 
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while Hamlet calls himself: 
A dull and muddy-mettled rascal, peak, 
Like John-a-dreams, unpregnant of my cause .... 
(Ham. II.ii. 594-95) 
Through these soliloquies, Shakespeare has provided a means of clarify-
ing at least one aspect of Measure For Measure's often puzzling conclusion. 
Angelo's solo expressions of bewilderment at his lust, his remorse for defiling 
Isabella, and his guilt at killing Claudio ease the audience into his reprieve in 
the final scene. Escalus' honorable and compassionate presence throughout the 
play also adds sanction to the ending, and I have suggested above a solution to 
Isabella's seemingly abrupt conversion. The Duke, however, remains a knot 
which Shakespeare did not choose to unravel directly. I have seen him success-
fully played as an ironic, amused observeri others have claimed that he func-
tions well as a deus ex machina presence,1 but he himself does not enlighten 
us. 
Whatever the respective strengths, weaknesses, and difficulties of the 
tragi-comedies, all three plays show a distinctive use of the solo speech, a use 
different from its function in the tragedies. In Troilus the absence of soliloquies 
contributes to a generally leveled effect. With no soliloquies one gets the sense 
that there are no heroes and that neither love nor war is worth tearing a passion 
to shreds over. In All's Well the distribution of solo speeches leaves Bertram's 
character shallow. The problem of the discrepancy between his worth and 
Helena's perseveres: they operate on different levels, with different speech 
techniques. We hear two unreconciled voices, the private voice of Helena rais-
ing questions of fate and character in the first half of the play and the public 
voice of everyone else providing plot answers in the last half. Through solo 
speeches in Measure For Measure, Angelo is made explicable and Isabella par-
tially clarified. In his near-silence, however, the Duke is enigmatic, and thus the 
relation between the individual and the action, between private conscience and 
public justice, remains obscure, leaving cause and effect unresolved. 
A. P. Rossiter has called the tragi-comedies an inquisition into human 
nature and humanism, an inquiry into human institutions, and an investiga-
tion of things as they are rather than things as they seem.12 If so, Shakespeare 
is conducting a very one-sided inquiry in these three plays. By constraining or 
eliminating the solo speech, he has invited only a public judgment of the char-
acters and the action. He has reduced the possibility of irony, surely a vital as-
pect of things as they are rather than things as they seem, because the audience 
receives little information about a character which other characters do not al-
ready know. 
Finally, Shakespeare has almost fixed the jury for this inquiry into 
human nature. Without solo speeches, without opportunities to speak for them-
selves, these characters cannot present an image of free choice. Not allowed to 
step out of the action, to stand alone on the stage, they lose the chance to be-
come either hero or villain, to elevate or to segregate themselves from the 
mortal coil of ordinary men. The characters in these plays gagged, Fate and the 
work-a-day world win without much argument. 
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THE FUNCTION OF CORDELIA 
* Morriss H. Partee 
ABSTRACT. Cordelia's allegorical simplicity provides the counterbalance to 
Lear's existential complexity. Dramatically, Cordelia represents the pivotal 
point of the play. Her challenge to Lear, of course, precipitates the entire 
tragic action. Although she is not present on stage from I.i.282 to IV.iv.l, the 
king's pilgrimage transpires against a background of her continuing concern and 
Lear's own burning sense of guilt. Moreover, the action of these later acts-the 
mobilization of the English force against the French invader-stems from Cor-
delia's support of her father. Except for the political settlement between Al-
bany, Kent, and Edgar at the end of the play, the main interest of the play con-
cludes with Lear's total involvement with Cordelia's life or death. Her fate adds 
a note of pity to the dominant theme of tragedy centered in the figure of Lear 
himself. 
By the standards of complexity and ambiguity, Cordelia should evoke 
little interest. This one-dimensional figure radiates only goodness, love, and for-
giveness.1 Her first lines-two asides-remove any possible uncertainty concern-
ing her motives in the opening scene. From her entrance at the occasion of 
Lear's abdication and division of his kingdom to her final entrance in the arms 
of her father, this paragon can show development neither in understanding nor 
in compassion. Improvement or change in one so good can only paint the lily 
or gild refined gold. Nor is there any humanizing touch of self-concern. Abso-
lutely abandoned and disowned, she nevertheless calmly accepts Burgundy's re-
jection. And she shows no relief at being saved by France. The warmth of her 
emotions goes out only to her father's plight. We may respond to her with 
sentiment and sympathy, but her selflessness removes virtually all possibility 
for an ordinary fallible spectator to achieve a true empathy with her. The one 
instance of presumable suffering on her own behalf comes from the report of 
her death offstage. Her fate lends itself to oversentimentalizing and exaggera-
tion of the significance of the event to the climax of the play. 
But despite her unvarying portrayal, Cordelia is perhaps the most im-
portant minor character in Shakespeare's plays. Her presence in King Lear 
would alone assure her critical significance. More specifically, her asides in the 
first scene of the play give the initial indication of conflict, and her subsequent 
challenge to Lear precipitates the entire tragic action. Although she is not 
present on stage from l.i.282 to IV.iv.1 , the king's pilgrimage transpires against 
a background of her continuing concern and Lear's burning sense of guilt. 
Moreover, the action of these later acts-the mobilization and battle of the 
English force against the French invader-stems from Cordelia's support of her 
father. 2 Except for the political settlement between Albany, Kent, and Edgar 
at the end of the play, its main interest concludes with Lear's total 
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involvement with Cordelia's life or death. Dramatically, then, Cordelia repre-
sents the pivotal point of the entire action. 
Cordelia's function in the play depends on her consistent representa-
tion of goodness. Critics naturally seek the richness of a nature where the ele-
ments are mixed, but assigning her some responsibility to flesh out her role mis-
reads the play. To fault Cordelia for not flattering Lear in Li violates too much 
evidence to the contrary to be a valid critical position. 3 No character-not even 
those most involved in the suffering in the world of King Lear-attributes the 
slightest guilt to her. Her allegorical simplicity provides the counterbalance to 
Lear's existential complexity. And her death adds a note of pity to the domin-
ant theme of tragedy centered in the figure of Lear himself. 
A character as simple and one-dimensional as Cordelia engenders the 
full range of diverse critical approaches. The very flatness of her characteriza-
tion places few intellectual demands on the reader or spectator; her invariable 
response to any dramatic interchange will be benign. But since conjecture 
about a work of art always risks irrelevance, the commentator must be especial-
ly aware of critical presuppositions. Exaggeration of her role is a natural mis-
perception. 4 Just as the vitality of Falstaff can overwhelm (at least in the 
minds of the audience) the two parts of Henry IV, the goodness and docility of 
women (and children) tend to steal a play. For this reason, by having Frai;ice 
rescue her from a fate worse than that of Mad Tom, Shakespeare allows us to 
see little of Cordelia's ·suffering. The critic should certainly have as much cir-
cumspection as the creator. 
One way to avoid overemphasis on Cordelia would deny her role much 
independent status. 5 By merging Cordelia and her sisters into aspects of Lear's 
character, the critic can stress Lear's centrality and at the same time reveal 
intimate relationships with his family. As king and father, Lear indeed has an 
extraordinary degree of responsibility not only for his own rash actions, but 
also for nurturing a tragic situation. But we might object that this reliance on 
the hypothesis of a Jungian collective unconscious blurs too many important 
distinctions. Such reductionism obscures meaning without adding significantly 
to appreciation. lntrapersonal conflict takes on an added dimension when 
played against interpersonal confrontations. The spectator in the audience feels 
the force of Aristotle's dictum that plot is the heart of drama; perception of 
discrete moments of dramatic interaction inevitably precedes critical synthesis. 
Besides being a poss*le reflection of Lear, Cordelia can.also be viewed 
as a parallel with the Fool. Cordelia and the Fool never appear on stage to-
gether; the Jacobean actor may have doubled these roles. Such an approach 
would stress the historical theatrical conventions. But a further problem arises 
whether particular issues of production have any bearing on the general aesthetic 
matters of the play. In favor of linking the Fool and Cordelia through .the same 
actor is the ambiguity thus created in Lear's lament, "my poor fool is hang'd !" 
(V.iii.306).7 But dramatically, the actor's sudden return after the knight's com-
ment, "Since my young lady's going into France, sir, the Fool hath much pin'd 
away" (I.iv.7 3-74), would strain even the Jacobean's willing suspension of dis-
belief. And thematically, Kent has returned in disguise to serve Lear; a similar 
Cordelia/Fool venture adds an unnecessary and cumbersome parallel. 
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A critic need not be confined to the immediacy of the dramatic produc-
tion. Another approach might amplify the data of presentation concerning Cor· 
delia by delving into the general historical context of the play. 8 Danby terms 
het simplicity "wholeness" and "integrity."9 Similarly, one can theoretically 
see what Shakespeare did write by seeing what he did not. Thus, where some 
sources have Cordelia hang herself in despair, Shakespeare removes this blem-
ish. But the playwright alters the whole thrust of the story in King Lear. The 
earlier anonymous play, The True Chronicle History of King Leir, gives us a 
reconciliation and happy ending for Lear and Cordelia, a conclusion restored 
by Nahum Tate and accepted as correct by 150 years of theater audiences. 
Since such critical approaches sketch in background or extrinsic information, 
even tedious or shallow readings do not materially detract from Shakespeare's 
accomplishment. Thus enlightened, the reader or spectator simply responds 
with an added dimension to the play. 
Perhaps the most common treatment of Cordelia has been commentary 
on her character, her motives, and her emotions. This approach assumes the 
similarity of literature and life. Any play can be paraphrased without destroy-
ing every vestige of relevance to the original work. And any assertion-whether 
a contrived literary speech or a spontaneous human utterance-can be probed 
for assumptions. When such tracing of character topology depends on the crit-
ic's intuition, the results (however sensitive) are likely to be personal and un-
disciplined. Or when a critic like Norman Holland looks to a determinant dis-
cipline such as psychology, we see an objective and rigorous treatment. Lesser, 
for instance, observes that Cordelia may reject the hidden incestuous claim of 
Lear, a rejection partly determined by her own incestuous desires.1 O At best, 
such interpretations uncover hidden treasures of meaning, not only for the 
work but also for the author. At worst, they mechanically force the play into a 
preconceived and inappropriate mold. Considering the state of entrenched and 
hostile schools of psychology, the definiteness of any individual reading will 
likely depend on one's adherence to that particular orientation. 
II 
The preceding review of various treatments of Cordelia shows that 
critics tend to compare Cordelia to other characters or to relate her to themes 
outside the play itself. Either approach should rest on an understanding of her 
place in the dramatic context. Here the critic must decide on the degree of re-
sponsibility to assign Cordelia. The assumption of a dichotomy between life 
and literature encourages a productive critical chastity. The figure of Cordelia 
is unlikely to be undervalued, but her simplicity may well attract extravagant 
conjectures which bear little relevance to the text or to the values of author or 
audience. Close attention to the setting of this gem of womanhood shows a per-
son in a stylized, high-mimetic matrix of interaction. Her meaning emerges 
from the shifting dramatic context. She is what she does. Cordelia comes as 
close to being an allegorical symbol as any figure in Shakespeare. Her character 
development is illusory, a matter of dramatic movement from initiation of the 
tragic action by her to the succor of the tormented Lear and finally in the last 
scene by her addition of wrenching pity to high tragedy. 
Strong theoretical principles do argue for linking a flaw in her will to 
the subsequent action. First, having her fate proceed from her own actions 
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mitigates the feeling of helpless pity at her death. One could assert that some 
sort of personal retributive justice has responded to a culpability: the inscru-
table gods are ultimately just. Second, if her death results from a rigid pride, 
Cordelia's tragedy joins that of Lear. As in Romeo and Juliet and Antony and 
Cleopatra, we would have dual protagonists. But here their mutual fate would 
create an unusual tragedy of love between generations. Third, giving Cordelia a 
certain amount of human pride fleshes out her role. A monochromic depiction 
of this important figure oddly contrasts with the richness of Lear, Gloucester, 
and even Albany. 
In addition to these theoretical considerations, the play gives us specific 
justification for making Cordelia responsible. Whatever her later gentleness, her 
defiance of Lear in the love-test seems to proceed from a rigid and legalistic 
pleading: 
You have begot me, bred me, lov' d me: I 
Return those duties back as are right fit, 
Obey you, love you, and most honor you. 
Why have my sisters husbands, if they say 
They love you all? Happily, when I shall wed, 
That lord whose hand must take my plight shall carry 
Half my love with him, half my care and duty. 
Sure I shall never marry like my sisters, 
[To love my father all] . (I.i.96-104) 
Cordelia knew of the evil in Goneril and Regan (I.i.269-71), yet she chose a 
course which condemned Lear to their untender-hefted natures. Her response 
to Lear's silly test is inappropriate not only from Lear's vantage point, but also 
from her own commitment to truth. By attacking her sisters, she obscures the 
real issues of Lear's arbitrary linking of personal and public affairs. There is no-
thing wrong with Goneril and Regan being prudent. Cordelia's obligation at 
this point is not to correct their statecraft but to clarify her relationship to 
Lear during the years of his dependence solely on her and her estate. 11 
Besides her own contribution to the fiasco of Lear's ceremony, Cordelia 
may attract some guilt by association. Kent comes to her defence with an even 
more inappropriate tone: 
be Kent unmannerly 
When Lear is mad. What wouldest thou do, old man? 
Think' st thou that duty shall have dread to speak 
When power to flattery bows? To plainness honor's bound, 
When majesty falls to folly. Reserve thy state, 
And in thy best consideration check 
This hideous rashness. (I.i.145-51) 
Such words would offend an ordinary citizen in a calm mood. This experienced 
courtier has clearly overshot the bounds of propriety towards his sovereign; his 
later treatment of Oswald shows that choler rather than tact characterize Kent. 
Cordelia and Kent are linked in banishment, by frequent letters and communi-
cations, and by similar roles in aiding the one who wronged them. The shadow 
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of the more clearly demonstrable arrogance of the older man may shade the 
relative innocence of Cordelia. 
However to solidify these natural ambiguities of literature into certain-
ties of criticism, one substitutes indulgence for responsiveness. The weight of 
evidence in the opening scene shows Cordelia's innocence. This scene alone 
gives critics the opportunity to question the depth of Cordelia's love for Lear. 
Her asides remove any possibility of confusion. Without these two speeches we 
might suspect her concern for her father. Her actions later in the play would 
remove the uncertainty concerning her basic nature, but even so, we might feel 
that her compassion developed only upon hearing of Lear's treatment at the 
hands of her sisters. The asides testify to her helplessness; something about the 
love-test muffles her tongue. She does not recognize the possibility of acting in 
a different fashion. Some situational guilt may result, but no responsibility. 
In addition, Cordelia's unmarried status helps justify her refusal to flat-
ter her father. Cordelia's future husband alone has a state independent of his 
wife; Goneril and Regan need have less fear in offending their consorts. Goneril 
and Regan have married native lords; Cordelia's choice lies between two for-
eigners. With marriage imminent, Cordelia might fear re-emphasizing the al-
ready powerful claims Lear has made on her. Details of this proposed cohabita-
tion are mi~sing of course .- All we can be sure of is that the foreign marriage 
would compromise Cordelia's position. If Cordelia and her husband are to be 
together, she probably would have to forsake her native country. Burgundy will 
not dilute his realm's resources by marrying a pauper. As his suddenly forsaking 
the English wars indicates, France likewise shows a strong sense of duty to his 
homeland. If Cordelia is to be at home in England, she must respond to the in-
tense demands of Lear. If she is to be with her husband, Lear is at large in her 
domain. 
The vehemence of Kent's support of Cordelia testifies to her worth. His 
lines represent an annotation on Cordelia's stance. Kent, of course, lacks some 
subtlety as a diplomat, but even so we should note that he does not find any 
fault in Cordelia's response to Lear. He tells the court what Cordelia's asides 
tell us. He defies Lear: "whilst I can vent clamor from my throat, I I'll tell 
thee thou dost evil" (I.i.165-66). He comforts Cordelia with: "The gods to 
their dear shelter take thee, maid, I That justly think'st and hast most rightly 
said!" (I.i.182-83). The earl, who in Albany's eye merits joint possession of 
England, shows as much devotion to Cordelia as to Lear. There can be no ques-
tion of his sincerity in defending Cordelia since he risks his own life. Upon such 
sacrifices the gods themselves throw incense. 
Whereas Shakespeare removes mitigating qualities which the sources 
assign Lear, he eliminates less desirable traits from Cordelia. In the earlier play, 
King Leir plans the love-test to trap Cordelia into a promise of marriage to the 
man of his choice. Shakespeare gives no indication of such rebellion in Cor-
delia. Lear seems confident that he will manage Cordelia's marriage as ex-
peditiously as he does the abdication and division. Acquiescing, Cordelia 
accepts France calmly. In King Lear Shakespeare has created the precise 
opposite filial pattern from that of Othello. Both Cordelia and Desdemona 
attempt to define their relationship to their fathers in the same terms of natural 
divided obligation. Desdemona flees her unsuspecting father's house, the direct 
result being Brabantio's death (Othello, V.ii.204-206). 
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After the first scene, Cordelia's actions are clearly exemplary; no one 
would fault her avowed intentions or the weight of commendatory choric 
references to her. These later acts point to the proper interpretation of the 
opening scene. No character expresses regret that Cordelia had not been more 
conciliatory. Lear himself shows no tendency whatever to shift part of his guilt 
to Cordelia. · Her signals to him were adequate; he simply refused to heed them. 
Cordelia, most significantly, accepts no responsibility for Lear's plight. She 
does not condemn the division which put Goneril and Regan in full control of 
the kingdom, nor does she lament the faulty communication between her and 
her father. Instead, she decries only her sisters' treatment of Lear: "let this 
kiss I Repair those violent harms that my two sisters I Have in thy reverence 
made" (IV.vii.26-28). 
III 
The above discussion suggests that the economy of criticism prohibits 
assigning Cordelia any personal responsibility. To find a flawed intention sup-
presses too much evidence to the contrary. Viewing Cordelia as a function 
of the play's organization, however, maintains a necessary distinction between 
natural psychology and stylistic, high-mimetic tragedy. As instigator of the 
tragic action, Cordelia is of inestimable importance to the play. The potential 
for tragedy exists in Lear's age, arrogance, and tainted judgment. The lack of a 
male heir, the presence of unrecognized evil, and the sexual immorality (Glou-
cester's casual siring of Edmund) suggest that sooner or later an instability of 
the state will lead to disruption. Like the Ghost in Hamlet, Iago in Othello, 
and . Lady Macbeth in Macbeth, Cordelia speeds up an inevitable process. 
The decision to accept Cordelia as symbolic rather than naturalistic 
immediately brings up the problem of how to interpret that symbol. On one 
hand, Cordelia's simple emanation of deep love and transparent honesty may 
be labeled as ritual or fairy tale. Such an interpretation would place absurdity 
close to the heart of the genesis of the tragic action. Neither Lear nor Cordelia 
could escape the dictates of mythic determination. The living tragedy would 
begin only after sterile formula finishes. On the other hand, we can assert the 
continuity of the stylized political pageant of the first scene with the disinte-
gration of social order later. Lear's ambiguous morality and his enormous 
development give him the complex attributes we look for in discussing char-
acterization. Cordelia serves the initiation of this tragedy by offering a confron-
tation to Lear of sufficient ambivalence that Lear in not feeble-minded in his 
reaction. Thus, Cordelia exists to highlight all phases of Lear's personal respon-
sibility, not to diminish any part of his guilt. 
After serving as the innocent butt of Lear's wrath, Cordelia recedes into 
the general providence of the play. Her parting words to Goneril and Regan 
suggest a specific continuing concern for Lear: 
I know you what you are, 
And like a sister am most loath to call 
Your faults as they are named. Love well our father; 
To your professed bosoms I commit him, 
But yet, alas, stood I within his grace, 
I would prefer him to a better place. (I.i.269-74) 
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She leaves with a general prophetic utterance: "Time shall unfold what plighted 
cunning hides, I Who co".ers faults, at last with shame derides" (I.i.280-81). Her 
safe vantage point as the Queen of France offers her the opportunity to succor 
Lear despite whatever upheavals may occur in the partitioned England. 
says: 
This vague benevolence becomes concrete in her letter to Ke~t, who 
I know 'tis from Cordelia, 
Who hath most fortunately been inform'd 
Of my obscured course; [reads] "-and shall find time 
From this enormous state-seeking to give 
Losses their remedies." (II.ii.166-70) 
Later Kent speaks directly of such an invasion (III.i.19-34), and Gloucester 
hints at the danger: "There is division between the Dukes, and a worse matter 
than that" (III.iii.8-9). During this period Lear, of course, has no political 
status. He has through his initial fury rendered his country liable to foreign 
invasion. Lear's lack of power after the opening scene frees him from direct 
responsibility for the invas~on; tragic guilt alone attaches to him. 
Similarly,_ Cordelia's good intentions free her from tragic responsibility: 
0 dear father, 
It is thy business that I go about; 
Therefore great France 
My mourning and importun'd tears hath pitied. 
No blown ambition doth our arms incite, 
But love, dear love, and our ag'd father's right. (IV.iv.23-28) 
Nevertheless, through her, France has some claim to the throne. In Macbeth, 
Edward attacks Scotland only on behalf of the native Malcolm. In King Lear, 
should France win the war, he will have a continuing investment in his wife's 
realm. Dramatically, then, Cordelia's conflict with her sisters constitutes the 
political dimension of the later acts. The invasion deflects attention from Lear's 
potential role in the new state and from whatever natural social instability his 
division might entail. 
In addition, Cordelia's benevolence serves to focus attention on Lear's 
developing sense of guilt. Just as the one-dimensional evil of Goneril and Regan 
illustrates Lear's political ineptitude, Cordelia's innocence magnifies his per-
sonal culpability. In a choric speech to the Gentleman, Kent says Lear will not 
see Cordelia: 
A sovereign shame so elbows him: his own unkindness, 
That stripp'd her from his benediction, turn'd her 
To foreign casualties, gave her dear rights 
To his dog-hearted daughters-these things sting 
His mind so venomously, that burning shame 
Detains him from Cordelia. (IV.iii.42-47) 
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The king, who has every reason to attempt to shift part of his guilt, refuses to 
find any fault in her. Unlike Othello, he accepts total responsibility for his ir-
retrievable tragic action. 
The reconciliation of Lear and Cordelia gives us one of the most moving 
scenes in literature. Lear has progressed from colossal arrogance to deep humil-
ity; Cordelia provides a norm of correct and moral behavior. Both Gloucester 
and Lear suffer from conflicting passions. Cordelia, on the other hand, seems 
like "a queen I Over her passion, who, most rebel-like, I Sought to be king o'er 
her" (IV.iii.13-15). As Edgar with Gloucester, Cordelia carefully tends Lear. 
She asks the kind gods to "Cure this great breach in his abused nature, I Th'un-
tun'd and jarring senses, 0, wind up I Of this child-changed father!" (IV.vii. 
14-16). She assigns all guilt not to herself or Lear, but to Goneril and Regan. 
Her father is "abused," indeed a man "more sinned against than sinning." 
Lear, however, knows that Cordelia in particular has "some cause" not to love 
him (IV.vii.74). 
The poignancy of the reconciliation scene derives from the transforma-
tion of Lear's character. In the opening of the play Lear looked to the worst 
possible interpretation of Cordelia. Now he says: 
Thou art a soul in bliss, but I am bound 
Upon a wheel of fire, that mine own tears 
Do scald like molten lead. (IV.vii.45-47) 
Whereas Gloucester dies in the emotion of finding Edgar forgives him, Lear 
tough-mindedly survives an even greater burden of guilt. The less responsibility 
assigned to Cordelia, the more falls on Lear. By lessening Cordelia's responsi-
bility and correspondingly increasing her vulnerability, we can assign a more 
heroic endurance to Lear. Cordelia may redeem ''nature from the general 
curse" (IV.vi.206), but her very goodness fills Lear's mind with scorpions. 
After the reconciliation, Shakespeare does not stress onstage the enor-
mity of Cordelia's fate. Herlast words come at the beginning of Act V, scene iii. 
Thirty-two lines-the great prison speech of Lear, mundane machinations of 
Edmund and the Captain-follow before Cordelia and Lear are led out. Even 
her words deny any personal interest: 
We are not the first 
Who with best meaning have incurr'd the worst. 
For thee, oppressed king, I am cast down, 
Myself could else out-frown false Fortune's frown. (V.iii.3-6) 
As before, she includes Lear in her declaration of her good intention. She is so 
innocent that she forgets the cause as she forgives the man. Lear has not even 
the consolation of her purifying anger towards his misdeeds. 
Even in the manner of her death, Shakespeare strips her of a humaniz-
ing self-concern. He explicitly denies previous authors' treatment of her death. 
In Holinshed and Spenser, Cordelia kills herself in despair. To the contrary, 
Shakespeare has Edmund say that the captain has commission "To hang Cor-
delia in the prison, and I To lay the blame upon her own despair" (V.iii.254-5 5). 
The interpretation of Cordelia's role in the play's ending depends on 
one's attitude towards Lear. The king may share tragic stature with another 
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character;12 the love tragedies-Romeo and Juliet and Antony and Cleopatra-
do precisely this. Although we cannot assign her the sort of responsibility we 
give Lear, Cordelia may nevertheless (as a Greek tragic figure might) fall afoul 
of a cosmic providence. With all the good will possible, she invades England 
with a foreign army. Albany may approve of her intention (V.i.21-27), but 
he knows that expediency dictates his support of the evil, but native, rulers. By 
bringing a divisive force into the kingdom, she has promoted Edmund's military 
fortune and delayed Albany's rejection of Goneril. Thus, Cordelia's death 
placates a stern justice and paves the way for the unambiguously benign reign 
of Edgar. 
By giving great weight to the function of Cordelia and to the lack of 
justification for her death, the critic thereby magnifies the pessimism of the 
play. Doing nothing to deserve death, her execution is pathetic rather than 
tragic. The grim ethos of endurance and survival in tragedy does not apply 
to random sufferings of the innocent. Only a malevolent providence or random 
fate extinguishes the good. Her senseless death largely turns Edmund's final 
repentance, his attempt to undo his writ against Cordelia's life, into absurd 
mockery. Moreover, the consistent piety of Albany would be misplaced and 
thus would argue for catastrophic consequences attending his abdication and 
the division of the kingdom. As A. C. Bradley observed, "I might almost say 
that the 'moral' of King Lear is presented in the irony of this collocation: 
Albany . The gods defend her! 
Enter Lear with Cordelia dead in his arms." (p.326) 
Lear's fixation plus the sense of suffering innocence leads us to make 
her death more central to the overall theme of the play than Edgar's success. 
Edgar, after all, is the central figure only in the subordinate theme of King 
Lear: the restoration of a stable and benign political order. Cordelia, on the 
other hand, seizes our attention through our natural compassion for the victim 
and for her direct affinity with Lear, the tragic center of the major action. An 
antidote to such overemphasis on Cordelia might be to remember that not one 
character besides Lear refers to her in any way in the final scene and that we 
never have a clear confirmation of her death. Carried in by her father, her 
still body serves as the focus for Lear's wildly varying attitudes. The naive 
audience or those sophisticated fortunates who can willingly suspend their 
knowledge must work out their perceptions of Cordelia's state through the 
ambivalent speeches of Lear. 
Cordelia's silent but ambiguous entrance serves to add pathos to the 
tragedy, her innocence counterpointing ~ear's guilt. The play began with 
Lear's seeking to secure his irresponsible retirement and with Cordelia's sac-
rificing virtually the means to life. The regeneration which, critics have so often 
noticed in Lear, culminates in this scene. Whatever residual pride and violence 
Lear may still possess vanish in his total concern for Cordelia; he dies of emo-
tion-whether joy or sorrow-directly generated by his perception of her 
life. Although our main attention should be on the tragic termination of the 
old king's odyssey, Cordeiia's fate enriches the complexity of the ending. 
Lear's death is framed not only by a positive political resolution but also 
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by an unsettling suggestion of randomness. The center of tragedy-the continu-
ity of cause and effect-may not hold. 
To conclude, Cordelia's goodness magnifies the inherently monstrous 
part of Lear's nature in the beginning. Lear's anger at her initiates the tragedy. 
Her love for him provides the resolution. As Lear grows in understanding and 
compassion, his regeneration finds a benchmark in his increasing awareness of 
her. Because she functions primarily as a normative symbol, we should not as-
sign her a responsibility appropriate to a "character." She does not impoverish 
the play by reducing to absurdity its struggle to clarify human values. Rather, 
Cordelia's death adds an enriching element of pathos to the tragedy of King 
Lear. 
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SHAKESPEARE'S MACBETH AND DANTE'S INFERNO: 
A COlVlP ARI SON OF THE IMAGES OF HELL, 
DAMNATION AND CORRUPTION 
* Edith Slosson Tyson 
ABSTRACT. Cocytus (Inferno), the ice-pit for treacherous murders, has four-
fold division: the treach~rous against Kindred , Country, Guests, and Benefac-
tors. Macbeth protests against his impending act of treacherous murder by say-
ing that he is Duncan's Kinsman, his Subject, his Host, and has been honored 
by him, which is the exact Dantean division and order. Immediately following 
Macbeth's murder of Duncan the castle is "too cold for Hell," as it would be 
had Macbeth's damnation in Cocytus begun at that moment. There are other 
Dante/Shakespeare parallels found in the over-all design of Macbeth itself, in 
Measure For Measure, and in Richard Ill. Is this coincidence, the product of a 
common source, the result of an intermediate carrier, or may we suppose that 
Shakespeare might have had some knowledge of Dante? 
Dante's Inferno begins in chaos; meaninglessness reigns in Upper Hell. 
The Indecisive rush to and fro following a whirling standard; the Pagans live in 
peaceful frustration; the Lustful are blown on the winds; the Gluttonous wal-
low in the mud; the Covetous and the Wasteful roll stones; the Wrathful splash 
aimlessly in the Styx, or sink to the bottom. There is plenty going on, but it 
gets no one anywhere (Cantos III-VIII). 
In Middle Hell the atmosphere changes. Instead of whirling, flying, 
splashing, rolling chaos we have sensations of suffocation, enclosure, and 
entrapment. The Heretics are in burning tombs; the Violent against Neighbors 
are in the river of Blood, the Violent Against Themselves are changed into 
trees in The Forest of Suicides; the Perverts, Blasphemers, and Usurers run 
helplessly over the burning sands. All of these are, in some way, trapped: it is a 
level beyond simple meaninglessness (Cantos IX-XII). 
Below in Malbowges the more straightforward forms of fraud are pun-
ished. The theme here is disgust. The human form is distorted among the Sor-
cerers, and dismembered among the Sowers of Discord, or diseased among the 
Falsifiers, or wallowing in something far worse than mud among the Flatterers. 
More subtly, the corrupt churchmen burn in enclosures as the heretics did, but 
upside down. The Hypocrites look brilliant in their golden cloaks but can 
make no progress in them. The theme of Malbowges includes meaninglessness 
and also entrapment, but it emphasizes further elements: obscenity , distortion, 
revulsion, and matter-out-of-place (Cantos XVIl-XXX). Can corruption go far-
ther than this? 
We see how far it can go when the Giants take Dante and Vergil to the 
deepest part of Hell, the ice-pit of Cocytus (Cantos XXXl-XXXIII) . Here is 
where we will find the most important comparison to Shakespeare's Macbeth. 
* . 
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Purposelessness. is here, imprisonment is here, and revulsion is here. But, the 
overall impression of Cocytus is of something other, or beyond, any of these. 
It is different, being cold, cruel, and final. 
All of the inhabitants of Cocytus are Traitors or, to be more precise, 
Treacherous Murderers (a far more despicable sort than the Violent in the River 
of Blood in Middle Hell). They are subdivided according to the enormity of 
their offenses. The first ones encountered are Traitors to Their Kindred, in the 
Region of Cain, sunk in ice up to the neck. Next are the Traitors to their Coun-
try, further submerged in the Region of Antenor. The residents of both Re-
gions are fiercely self-justifying. The next Region, that of Ptolemy, contains 
a real surprise. One of the damned souls freezing there still has a living body in 
the world above. This is the Region of Traitors to their Guests, and it has a 
peculiar "privilege," because a soul may fall to this level at once, without wait-
ing for physical death. The human being is still eating, talking, sleeping-appar-
ently living-while his soul is in the deepest Hell, the Hell for those who betray 
hospitality. (This is heretical, as Dante is very frequently when it suits his con-
victions or his artistic sensibilities.1 Then as now, in Roman Catholic doctrine, 
the soul retains full power of Free Will until the exact moment of bodily death.) 
The last Region of Cocytus is the Region of Judas, reserved for the Traitors 
against their Benefactors. They are totally sunk in the ice and absolutely 
beyond communication. After this, there is nothing left to Hell except 
Satan himself. When Dante and Vergil have met him, they can "Come 
forth to look once more upon the stars" (XXXIV.139). 2 
Five points should be held in mind: first, the reservation of a cold pun-
ishment for the treacherous murderers, and for no one else; second, the nature 
of this lowest part of Hell, a level far deeper than, and quite different from, 
most sins, even most damnable sins, a sort of damnation beneath damnation; 
third, the division of treacherous murder into four kinds, which are enumerated 
in a particular order; fourth, the heretical opinion that some levels of treacher-
ous murder carry the "privilege" of damnation before bodily death; and fifth, 
the general outline of the Inferno, proceeding from chaos, to entrapment, to 
disgust, and finally ending in frozen cruelty and despair. We will see all five of 
these points repeated in Shakespeare's Macbeth. 
Let us examine the first part of Act I, scene vii, where Macbeth is giving 
himself good reasons for not murdering King Duncan. First Macbeth notes: 
He's here in double trust: 
First, as I am his kinsman and his subject, 
Strong both against the deed .... (IL 12-14)3 
Dante would say that Macbeth was about to commit the sin of Cain and the sin 
of Antenor. Macbeth continues: 
then, as his host, 
Who should against the murderer shut the door, 
Not bear the knife myself. (11. 15-16) 
Here is the sin of Ptolemy, which carries the most unusual privilege of instant 
damnation. Macbeth has mentioned the first three sins of Cocytus, and in the 
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exact Dantean order. Will he consider the fourth, the treachery against a bene-
factor? 
Lady Macbeth enters, to whet him on to murder. Macbeth protests: 
We will proceed no further in this business. 
He hath honored me of late . ... (11. 31-32, emphasis added) 
The order of Cocytus is now complete. Macbeth is about to commit-by Dan-
tean standards-the four most utterly damnable treacheries at one blow. 
In many ways this is a curious scene. Macbeth claims in soliloquy to be 
willing to "jump the life to come," to be concerned about the "consequence" 
and the judgment we "still have ... here" (IL 3-8). Yet as A. C. Bradley has 
noted, 4 much of what Macbeth says has nothing in particular to do with earth-
ly "consequence" or "judgment here": 
Besides, this Duncan 
Hath borne his faculties so meek, hath been 
So clear in his great office, that his virtues 
Will plead like angels, trumpet-tongued against 
The deep damnation of his taking-off . . .. (11. 16-20, emphasis 
added) 
Why "deep" damnation? Just for the alliteration? Later, to Lady Macbeth, he 
pleads that this deed will make him something that is not human: 
Prithee peace! 
I dare do all that may become a man; 
Who dares do more is none. (11. 45-47) 
Macbeth's final argument is, "If we should fail?" (1. 59). Lady Macbeth assumes 
he means the earthly consequence, the "judgment here." But is Macbeth think-
ing of a more permanent sort of failure? Is Macbeth worried about judgment 
here or there? Or a judgment there which begins here? If, right after the murder, 
someone should mention something about cold, still more if someone should 
couple together the idea of cold with the idea of damnation, we might feel con-
fident that, indeed, the soul of Macbeth has fallen to Cocytus, the Dantean pit 
of ice, while he lives on. We would know that this "deep damnation" had in-
deed had "judgment here." 
Passing over for the moment the actual murder scenes, let us look at 
the famous Knocking At The Gate, and the Porter Scene (II.iii , especially 
1-25). The Porter is amusing himself pretending to be the Porter of Hell-Gate. 
His first imaginary guest is a suicide. That is someone whom Dante would have 
put in Middle Hell, as a Violent Against Himself. Again a knock, and the Porter 
pretends to let in an "Equivocator," that is to say, a Hypocrite, who would be 
assigned to Malbowges. Then another knock: this visitor, the Porter tells us, is 
a thief, another for Malbowges, but a little further down. (We learn later in the 
scene, 11. 24-40, that the Porter is also familiar with such vices of Upper Hell as 
lechery and drunkenness.) And still the knocking. What more is there to Hell 
than debauchery, suicide, hypocrisy, or theft? The Porter suddenly stops the 
game and says, "this place is too cold for hell" (1. 15). 
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Shakespeare is as much a master of irony as is Sophocles. He often indi-
cates things by their opposites. It can be something as obvious as Duncan's 
greeting Lady Macbeth ~s "our honored hostes~.'' It max be sut;>tle, as in the 
Nightmare Speech of Richard III, where he cned out, There is no creature 
loves me; I And if I die, no soul will pity me" (R3 V.iii. 201-202), and for the 
first time we really do begin to pity him. This cheerful sot of a Porter knows all 
the common vices and the appropriate damnation for them. But, as an icy wind 
from Cocytus blows through the castle and the soul of a living man falls to a 
damnation beneath damnation, the Porter does not recognize it. His simple 
vices carry the same blindness as Duncan's simple virtues. Of course, he had 
never read Dante. Had Shakespeare read Dante? According to Vincent Scanio 
of the University of Michigan, translations of the Divine Comedy were available 
in French by the 15th century. 
Let us take a telescopic look at the whole structure of Macbeth. The 
play opens in chaos as battle fortunes and the weather change so abruptly that: 
"Fair is foul, and foul is fair" (I.i. 10). A wounded man carries the message of 
the battle. Weird women appear suddenly and disappear as suddenly after giv-
ing enigmatic prophecy. 
But, later (III.iv) some different images begin to appear. After the 
assault on Banquo's life, which spares Fleance, Macbeth says: 
I am cabined, cribbed, confined, bound in 
To saucy doubts and fears. (ll. 24-25) 
But if Macbeth is over-confined, the spirit of Banquo is not confined enough: 
If charnel houses and our graves must send 
Those that we bury back, our monuments 
Shall be the maws of kites. (ll. 71-73) 
He knows that Banquo's body was not, in fact, buried at this point. Macbeth 
(or Shakespeare) must have some reason for using words like "charnel house," 
"graves," and "monuments" here. They do add to the feeling of suffocation 
and entrapment. But what is the medium in which Macbeth is confined? 
I am in blood 
Stepped in so far that, should I wade no more, 
Returning were as tedious as go o'er. (ll. 136-38) 
Does this owe anything to the River of Blood in Middle Hell in the Inferno? 
In Act IV, the witches' caldron gives the sickening reaction produced 
by the cantos dealing with Malbowges. Unnaturalness and grotesqueness mark 
the following scenes. A "horrible sight" "stretch [es] out to th' crack of doom" 
(i. 122, 117). Macbeth hopes that the witches will ride on "infected" air (i.138, 
emphasis mine). Lady Macbeth suffers "A great perturbation in nature" (V.i. 9), 
washing her hands a quarter of an hour at a time in her sleep. Her Doctor, 
though, cannot "minister to a mind diseased" (V.iii. 40). The Valley of Disease, 
of course is the last of the circle of Malbowges. The moving Birnam Wood is 
the ultimate in unnaturalness, but it overlaps with the ultimate expression of 
despair: 
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Life's but a walking shadow ..... 
It is a tale 
Told by an idiot, full of sound and fury, 
Signifying nothing. (V.v. 24-28) 
And the Wood gives rise to an equal despair: 
If thou speak'st false, 
Upon the next tree shalt thou hang .... 
If thy speech be sooth, 
I care not if thou dost for me as much .... 
I 'gin to be aweary of the sun .... (ll. 38-49) 
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Macbeth may have reached Cocytus long ago, but now he has reached the out-
look of Cocytus-nothing is worth it. 
These parallels in overall structure might not be significant if we had 
not noted the parallels in our microscopic look at Act I, scene vii, and Act II, 
scene iii; taken together, however, the telescopic and microscopic views lead to 
an interesting suggestion: Shakespeare's Macbeth shows the influence of Dante's 
Inferno. 
There is some other evidence that Dante may have been known by 
Shakespeare. For example, one passage in Measure for Measure scholars have 
long simply noted with a "cf. Dante." It is: 
Ay, but to die, and go we know not where .... 
To bathe in fiery floods, or to reside 
In thrilling region of thick-ribbed ice, 
To be imprisoned in the viewless winds 
And blown with restless violence round about 
The pendant world ... 
'tis too horrible. (III.i.118-28) 
Several years ago Richard Webster pointed out various philosophic parallels be-
tween Richard III and the Inferno. Both works show a critical view of rampant 
individualism (in Clarence and in Farinata of the Circle of Heretics); both deal 
with a conflict of the Town Party (Yorkists and Guelphs) with the Rural or 
Old Party (Lancastrians and Ghibellines). Webster speaks of Hamlet as "a man 
who wanted to be Dantean, but, in his more modern circumstances, did not 
know how," making "a frantic search for the right commitment." Webster per-
ceives Shakespeare as being psychological and subjective, and Dante as ideologi-
cal and definite. While he stops short of actually implying that Dante influ-
enced Shakespeare, concerning the passage from Measure For Measure Webster 
comments: "I conjecture that if Shakespeare ever dipped into the Divine Com-
edy or had it reported to him ext~nsively, it may well have been just before 
writing Measure For Measure . ... " That, of course, would also be not so very 
long before the writing of Macbeth. Works can resemble each other because of 
a common source. Dante and Shakespeare are both writing within the Christian 
tradition, and know, for example, that Lust is the least damnable of the Seven 
Deadly Sins, 6 and that Damnation and Despair are closely linked. 7 Such com-
monly-held beliefs could not be reasonably cited as evidence for Dantean 
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influence on Shakespeare. Before Dante, did any writer reserve a punishment 
of cold for treacherous murderers and for no one else? In response to this 
possibility, Dorothy Sayers states: 
The conception is, I think, Dante's own; although the Apoca-
lypse of Paul mentions some cold torments, these are indiscrim-
inately mixed with the torments by fire, and their placing has 
no structural significance . ... seventeenth century witches ... 
claimed that [Satan] was ice cold.8 
What can be concluded about the device of damnation before death? 
John Sinclair believes he sees a Biblical model for that in Psalm 5 5 ("Let death 
seize upon them; let them go down into Hell; Bloody and deceitful men shall 
not live out half their days") and also in the reference to Judas in John xiii. 27 
("After he received the sop, Satan entered into him").9 Neither of these pas-
sages, however, combines the image of the damned soul and the living body 
with the idea of cold. 
Did anyone before Dante ever classify treacherous murder in these four 
divisions, and arrange them in this order of enormity? Not even Aquinus, with 
all of his divisions and sub-divisions, has anything of the sort. Nor have I found 
anything of the sort in Augustine. But, of course , Macbeth does. 
Is it possible that Shakespeare was influenced by Vergil, rather than by 
Dante? In his eighteenth-century work on the Learning of Shakespeare, Rich-
ard Farmer, who does not consider Dante, entertains the possibility of a Ver-
gilian source for the passage in Measure For Measure: 
Most certainly the Ideas of a "spirit bathing 
in fiery floods" or residing in "thrilling regions 
of thick ribbed ice" or being "imprisoned in the 
viewless winds" are not original in our Author; 
but, I am not sure they come from . .. . Virgil. (emphasis added) 
He does not reveal precisely the reason for his being not sure. Farmer cites 
sources from the Mo.nks for hot and cold Hells, and for "viewless winds." 10 
However, neither in Vergil (see Aeneid VI) nor in the Monks quoted by Farmer 
is there the special reservation of cold for the treacherous murders and the in-
dication of damnation before death. 
Works may resemble each other because of indirect rather than direct 
influence. Between Dante and Shakespeare there might be a "carrier" who was 
familiar with the Inferno. The most skeptical scholars admit that sixteenth-
century England was at least aware of Dante. Veselin Kostic, for example, is 
unwilling to allow significant direct influence of Dante on any Elizabethan 
writer: "the consciousness that England had of Dante, at this period, was, at 
the most, a legacy of his fame, rather than that of direct influence .... the influ-
ence of Dante on Elizabethan literature is neither steady, nor clear, nor con-
tinuing." 11 Yet, even Kostic allows that Dante may have had some influence on 
Spenser. Richard Webster, on the other hand, makes much of the apparent 
Dantean influence on Sackville's "Induction" to A Mirror for Magistrates. Cer-
tainly, Shakespeare could have learned, for instance, about "the melancholy 
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flood, I With that sour ferryman that poets write of' (RJ I.iv. 45-46) as easily 
from Sackville as from Dante (or Vergil). But, nowhere in Sackville's "Induc-
tion," nor in Spenser, are the parallels between the Inferno and Macbeth,_ dis-
cussed here, evident. 
Shakespeare was fascinated with Italy. No fewer than ten of his plays 
are located there.12 Other plays have characters with Italian surnames or use 
the stock characters of commedia dell 'arte tradition. If just one Elizabethan 
did manage to learn something of Dante, Shakespeare might have been that 
one. Or, Shakespeare might have impr~ved on Dantean knowledge that Spenser 
and/or Sackville had brought to him. 1 
(It is only fair to note that Shakespeare's image of Purgatory in Hamlet 
is quite different from anything in Dante's Purgatorio. The Ghost hints at unen-
durable horrors as the penalty for dying without the last rites [I.v. 9-22, 76-80]. 
In this, Shakespeare follows the most usual tradition. But, Dante departs from 
that tradition, because his tale of horror is all told in Hell and in his Purgatory 
willing labor is rewarded by shouts of glory, as angels escort the penitent. For 
dying unshriven one simply waits outside the gate for a while [see Cantos III-IX]. 
Shakespeare either never heard of this part of the Divine Comedy or found it 
useless to his purpose in Hamlet.) 
Finally, of course, a resemblance may exist between two writers by 
sheer coincidence. Do the five parallels that we enumerated come about by 
coincidence? Or, is it possible to conclude that Shakespeare was aware of the 
imagery of Dante's Inferno, and that it was influencing him, consciously or not, 
as he wrote Macbeth? 
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"BUT I MUST ALSO FEEL IT AS A MAN": 
PATHOS AND KNOWLEDGE IN 
SHAKESPEAREAN TRAGEDY 
* Michael Stugrin 
ABSTRACT. Aristotle's medical metaphor of catharsis has long been used to 
describe the emotional effects of Shakespearean tragedy. The purgation of in-
tense feelings by means of the protracted tragic spectacle accounts for much of 
the healing, generative effect of tragedy. This essay explores other, related, 
ways in which the playwright's manipulation of the audience's emotions leads 
to a comprehensive exploration of an individual's responses to severe suffering 
and victimization. The innocent sufferers in the tragedies-Macduffs children, 
Ophelia, Desdemona, Cordelia, Romeo and Juliet-evoke in us a sustained spec-
tacle of pathos, an intense and easily identifiable human emotion which is quite 
distinct in nature but not in intensity from our violent response to the towering 
proud suffering purchased by an Othello or a Macbeth. The suffering from 
which no heroic wiser self emerges, but from which only our own tender recog-
nition of its continuing role in the human experience abides, functions as an-
other, more intimate, route to knowledge, a route into the full complexities of 
human emotions. 
The study of pathos in Shakespearean tragedy, a crucial aspect of our 
experience of this art, must necessarily proceed from an effort to understand 
more fully the function of the rhetorical shaping of human emotions in tragedy, 
indeed, in all literature. Aristotle's medical metaphor of catharsis aroused 
through pity and fear is the most readily recognized explanation of the emo-
tional experience of tragedy (Politics viii.7.5-6), but rhetoricians since Aristotle 
have spoken in quite distinct terms of the orator's manipulative uses of human 
emotions as means of controlling and persuading audiences (e.g., Cicero, De 
oratore 1.12 and De inventione 1.52.98).1 Shakespeare was undoubtedly aware 
of the rhetorical tradition relevant to this concern. Thomas Wilson's Arte of 
Rhetorique, which includes a long discussion dealing with the topic, "of mou-
ing affections," reads: 
* 
Neither can any good bee done at all, when wee 
haue sayd that euer we can, except we bring the 
same affections in our own harte, the which we 
would the Iudges should beare towards our owne 
matter. For how can he be greeued with the report 
of any hainous act, either in stomaking the naught-
inesse of the deede, or in bewayling the miserable 
misfortune of the thing, or fearing much, the like 
euill hereafter: except the Oratour himselfe vtter 
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such passions outwardly, and from his heart fetch 
his complaints in such sorte, that the matter may 
appeare, both more greeuous to the eare, and there-
with so hainous, that it requires earnestly a speedie 
reformation?2 
The exploitation of the pathetic, i.e. of the "sympathetic comprehension of 
human passion," 3 is a rhetorical tool available to effect purgation of unhealthy 
emotions and possibly the reformation of sins, but also, I believe, to make pos-
sible no less significant expressions of meaning and experiences of emotional 
involvement. 
The function and achievement of the pathetic in the plays I will be dis-
cussing is based upon recognition of the expressive power of rhetoric both to 
represent convincingly and to control human emotions. Every situation in the 
plays in which action is anticipated or reflected upon, in which motive and con-
sequence are anatomized or debated, or in which the emotional state of a char-
acter is described, finds an intensely wrought rhetorical structure. Scenes of 
physical suffering, mental anguish, or imminent destruction are rhetorically 
stylized through both formal declamation and realistic, deeply touching lan-
guage that generates immediacy and that invites the audience into intimate 
identification with characters and events. Shakespeare's use of the pathetic 
tells us much about his continuing study of how human beings survive and 
somehow learn from intense human experience. 
This manipulation of rhetorical tactics to arouse, limit, and deny emo-
tional involvement bespeaks a rhetorical self, a projection of self that con-
fronts the world and through control of language mediates between world 
and self. Richard Lanham's view of the centrality of rhetoric to an individual's 
construction of a viable way of integrating experience and emotional response 
to experience is useful in approaching the epistemological importance of 
pathos: 
- The Western self has from the beginning been com-
posed of a shifting and perpetually uneasy combin-
ation of homo rhetoricus and homo seriosus, of a 
social self and a central self. It is their business to 
contend for supremacy. To settle the struggle would 
be to end the Greek experiment in a complex 
self .... If truly free of rhetoric, we would be pure 
essence.We would retain no social dimension. We 
should divest ourselves of what alone makes sociaJ 
life tolerable, the very mechanics of forgiveness .... 
It is the rhetorical self, the social self, that faces the world and responds to the 
sometimes crushing experiences of life. Only by the mediation provided by the 
rhetorical self is a coherent vision of life possible, a metaphorical vision that 
can accommodate contrarities. The rhetoric of pathos, which draws us to a 
scene or character, and that of iron~, which forces distance, reflect the style, or 
"internal order and expressiveness,'' of this rhetorical self. 
Together with the classical tradition of the rhetorical shaping of emo-
tion, the two formal literary traditions of pathos upon which Shakespeare drew 
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are the Ovidian pathos of erotic love with its attendant irony and wit, best evi-
denced in the Heroides, and the de casibus tradition, as exemplified in Boccac-
cio's De casibus virorum illustrium and De claris mulieribus. But there is no ex-
clusive or literalistic use of one tradition in any given play, although, certainly, 
in the histories and some of the tragedies Shakespeare invoked the pathos inher-
ent in the formal spectacle and consequence of the fallen proud leader. Much 
like Chaucer, Shakespeare drew upon these traditions and shaped them into g 
revitalized rhetoric that could deal with the realities and spirit of his society. 
One need not resort to the classical characterizations of Geiste¥escbicbte to 
dramatize the dark dimension of the renaissance secular spirit. Indeed, one 
need only look to the stage of Shakespeare and his contemporaries for dark 
images of the spirit and for painful treatments of the realities of human exist-
ence. The ravings of Lear and the cynical wit of his fool offer indictment 
enough, and they are hardly atypical of Shakespeare's vision. Hamlet's restless 
rejection of love and all forms of human balm is equally stark testimony about 
life in the "fearful country.-" 
Although we recognize, in even the briefest survey of Shakespeare's 
pathetic scenes, the abiding power of scenes of great physical or mental suffer-
ing-Ophelia's madness, Richard H's impotency, Romeo and Juliet's love-woe, 
Desdemona's anguish, Cordelia's suffering and death, Gloucester's blinding-
it is by no· means clear how this rhetorical and psychological effect works in 
the overall experience and meaning of the play. The pathetic is difficult to deal 
with, at least in part because the intricacies of emotional response are so elusive 
and because we are so easily embarrassed by the ease with which we become en-
grossed and affected by the sentimental. (Plato, of course, was concerned with 
just this: "The natural hunger for weeping and lamentation, which we keep 
under control in our own hours of unhappiness, is just what your poets gratify 
and indulge" [Republic 606A] ). But the difficulty, more importantly, lies in 
determining how this presentation of intense emotion affects our unyielding 
expectations in literature, as in life, for order and psychological consistency. 
Northrop Frye has characterized pathos as presenting "its hero as iso-
lated by a weakness which appeals to our sympathy because it is on our own 
level of experience .... The central figure of pathos is often a woman or a 
child .... Pathos is increased by the inarticulateness of the victim." But Frye 
insists on the distinction between high and low mimetic tragedy, stipulating 
that the predominant effect of the high mimetic tragedy of both Greek and 
renaissance periods is irony, a mode in which a character says little while mean-
ing as much as possible.8 As one exa,mines Shakespeare's pathetic scenes, how-
ever, it is clear that the modes are never really so distinct and pathos is never 
unadulterated, never presented without immediate ironic comment, surface 
wit, or loud outrage. We can, of course, feel the formal, heightened movement 
in Macbeth as Macbeth's isolation and acute self-awareness increase: 
I am in blood 
Stepp'd in so far that, should I wade no more, 
Returning were as tedious as go o'er. (III.iv.135-37)9 
But as the tragic movement relentlessly drives forward, Macbeth careens from 
frantic hope in the supernatural to soldier-like bravado, from recognition of his 
wife's suffering: 
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Cure [her] of that. 
Canst thou not minister to a mind diseas' d, 
Pluck from the memory a rooted sorrow, 
Raze out the written troubles of the brain, 
And with some sweet oblivious antidote 
· Cleanse the stuff'd bosom of that perilous stuff 
Which weighs upon the heart? (V.iii.39-44) 
to a tellingly ironic use of the same metaphor: 
If thou couldst, doctor, cast 
The water of my land, find her disease, 
And purge it to a sound and pristine health, 
I would applaud thee to the very echo, 
That should applaud again .... 
What rhubarb, cyme, or what purgative drug, 
Would scour these English hence? (V.iii.50-56) 
The moment passes quickly yet the former statement is a glimpse of Macbeth's 
awareness of the immensity of the personal cost of his actions. 
The play's portraits of madness, mad terror, and destruction would 
be intolerable if it were not for these juxtapositional tactics, which do not di-
lute the effect of the former portraits of intensity, but which do enable us to 
endure them. The language both engages and defends us. The most haunting 
of all such moments occurs when Macduff learns of the death of his family. 
Malcolm, after telling his sad news, manages to rouse Macduff to the task be-
fore them: 
Be comforted. 
Let's make us med'cines of our great revenge 
To cure this deadly grief. (IV.iii.213-15) 
But then follows the intensely pathetic moment in which Macduff fully articu-
lates his grief: 
All my pretty ones? 
Did you say all? 0 hell-kite! All? 
What, all my pretty chickens, and their dam, 
At one fell swoop? 
Mal. Dispute it like a man. 
Macd. I shall do so; 
But I must also feel it as a man: 
I cannot but remember such things were, 
That were most precious to me. Did heaven look on, 
And would not take their part? (IV.iii.216-24) 
,/ 
We, too, feel the loss of Macduffs family, especially because in the previous 
scene we witnessed the brutal murder of the precocious little boy who speaks 
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so courageously to his murderer and who then cries, " He has kill'd me, mother: 
Run away, I pray you!" (N.ii.84-85). 
It is something of a commonplace that the fate of Macbeth and of 
Shakespeare's other tragic heroes is painful, yet necessary for the restoration of 
justice and peace. And it is eloquently said that "Tragedy is an offering to the 
indestructibility and incommensurability of the human spirit," that "each, 
with the notable exception of Troilus and Cressida, bwns with disorder in the 
state and concludes only on the restoration of order. All of the tragedies, of 
course, end in calm, yet the cost of that closure is invariably great; it is a cost 
calculated not only by the irreversible consequences of fatal flaws and errors, 
but also by thoughtful reckoning of the suffering of the victims, even of the 
perpetrators. Indeed, the most seriously flawed characters suffer pain which, 
while finally delivering them to a plane of self-wisdom and then to their de-
struction, calls as much attention to the pain as to the outcome-and perhaps 
more. The closure of Shakespearean tragedy does point toward normalcy, but it is 
impossible to ignore the great cost of human suffering. The ending of Macbeth, 
as Laurence Michel writes, is "contaminated by what has gone before," 11 and 
I cannot help but feel that this is a price exacted by all the tragedies. As John-
son so often, so rightly, observed, Shakespeare causes us to suffer. 
We have long been taught that in King Lear there is affirmation and re-
newal, in spite of the tremendous suffering and loss to humans and to human 
society. Lear's long journey toward nothingness does result, perhaps, in his re-
making into a wiser fool, but we hardly celebrate this. Cordelia's suffering and 
death, on the other hand, resonate in our minds and memories. Johnson's re-
mark that "I was many years ago so shocked by Cordelia's death, that I know 
not whether I ever endured to read aftin the last scenes of the play till I under-
took to revise them as an editor" bespeaks the great suffering which is 
shared by an audience, even by an audience less susceptible to suffering than 
Johnson. And Lear's "We two alone will sing like birds i' th' cage" (V.iii.9), 
which shows no evidence of a rediscovered sense of reality or wisdom, rivals in 
pathetic power the final incredible moment when this newly born Lear, carry-
ing Cordelia's body, scolds: 
0, [you] are men of stones! 
Had I your tongues and eyes, I'ld use them so 
That heaven's vault should crack. She's gone for ever! 
(V.iii.258-60) 
Edgar offers hope, of course , yet this overwhelming spectacle dominates. 
As Michel argues, "our lusting after comfort-in the form of either 
intellectual understanding or emotional satisfaction-moves us irresistibly 
toward words like accefjance, agreement, r;econciliation, even Christian resigna-
tion, hope, salvation." There is an undeniable human cost inherent in intense 
human experience, particularly that of tragedy, which seems to teach us that 
life, as well as literature, naturally works toward disorder rather than order and 
that the rhythmic movement toward resolutiorf and closure is by means of a 
tension between what is and what we conceive it ought to be and between 
what we feel so deeply and what we can afford to feel and to say. The malig-
nity of Macbeth and Othello is destroyed; Hamlet, though revenged is dead; 
Lear, though possibly wiser, is dead; Cleopatra meets her Antony, but it is in 
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another .world. It does not seem possible, short of something like the ironic 
apotheosis of Chaucer's Troilus, to transcend convincingly the experience of 
suffering and loss, even though we might welcome in relief the foreigner Fortin-
bras' efforts to restore normalcy. Regardless of the end note of affirmation, we 
must balance in Lear, and in every play, the fond hope that "The gods are just, 
and of our pleasant vices I Make intruments to plague us" (V.iii.170-71) with 
"As flies to wanton boys, are we to th' gods, I They kill us for their sport" 
(IV.i.36-37). That we must balance these perspectives invites both the pathetic 
and the ironic, each representing rhetorical and emotional responses to experi-
ence. Our route to knowledge, I think, is not in a tragedy's resolution but in 
the mental fight and spiritual expenditure. The tragedies never allow us the 
luxury of either sentimentality or cynicism-the perversions of pathos and 
irony . The emotional experience is pristine, crystallized as language, preserved 
as art. 
This complex art of drawing us into and sustaining our involvement in 
the total emotional structure of tragic action, rather than leading us out of it in 
a linear progress of plot, is the great rhetorical, dramatic achievement of the 
tragedies. The pathos inherent in the workings of tragedy is the mechanism, so 
to speak, drawing us into this structure. It is in three early works-Romeo and 
Juliet, Venus and Adonis, and The Rape of Lucrece-that Shakespeare refines 
the rhetoric of pathos and the treatment of intense human experience. Perhaps 
nowhere in Shakespeare or in renaissance drama is grief longer sustained and 
the pathos more powerful than in these works; and perhaps nowhere else is the 
desire for and impossibility of a positive resolution more strongly felt than in 
Romeo and Juliet. In examining these three works one sees with sometimes 
shocking clarity Shake.speare's efforts to shape a rhetoric that captures, crystal-
lizes, the forces of human motive and intense emotional response to self-
consuming appetite. 
In Romeo and Juliet what we see is not so much the relentless working 
of blind fate as the incredible pain of reality; indeed, the play is about the dis-
parity between the vision which accommodates both appetite and reason and 
the reality of the world which destroys that vision. The sustained pathos in the 
play is invoked first by the opening chorus-" A pair of star-cross'd lovers take 
their life"-and throughout the play the pale of Fortune, "enemy of every 
earthly joy," is frequently cited. But such invocations reflect more of a rhetori-
cal tact than a statement of causation. Romeo's premonition that "Some conse-
quence yet hanging in the stars I Shall bitterly begin his fearful date" (I.iv. l 07-
108) is markedly less to the point than Juliet's realization of the hopeless para-
dox in which she and Romeo are involved: "My only love sprung from my only 
hate! I Too early seen unknown, and known too late!" (I.v.138-39). It is 
perhaps because Romeo and Juliet is so tense with the juxtaposition of broad 
ranges of rhetoric-from formal declamation to homely personal sentiment-
and because we witness a relentless progress toward the destruction of two 
passionate, vulnerable characters who are so intensely alive, that the play has a 
troubled critical tradition. There is, as critics have often pointed out, "a certain 
unease about the dramatist's intention, some suspicion that .... he lacks that 
rhetorical control which marks his great period ." We recognize "the brilliance 
of its young author but feel it straining against a structure which the poet is not 
yet fully equipped to handle." And we must somehow deal with the sense that 
"the play itself makes us respond to certain stylized speeches as too artificial 
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and to others as genuine and powerfully effective poetry." l 4 
I suggest that, far from seconding this critical history of Romeo and 
Jul!et as powerful yet immature, we consider the totality of the play's plot, 
characterization, and rhetoric as the working out of a response, but certainly 
not of a solution, to a hopeless, passion-filled love. The love of Romeo and 
Juliet is a burning, yet fleeting, light that our world never tolerates; its intensity 
can only be captured in language and its ultimate meaning must lie in its abstract, 
transcendent dimension. The intensity of the loss of Juliet and Romeo-even of 
Paris-to each other, to their families, to the city ("O, the people in the street cry 
'Romeo,' I Some 'Juliet,' and some 'Paris,' " V.iii.191-92) results only in a 
"glooming peace ," a terrible expense of suffering. The totality of the play sus-
tains an intense pathos-all that occurs relates in some way to the lovers' insur-
mountable difficulties or to the celebration of their love-"Temp'ring extrem-
ities with extreme sweet" (II.Cho.14). The catastrophe of the play, of course, 
generates the pathos of isolation and vulnerability; and its deliberately pro-
tracted sequence of discoveries and lamentations still generates a sense of 
swift movement, much like the earlier course of the lovers' affair. Their 
thoughts form a current "Which ten times faster glides than the sun's beams, I 
Driving back shadows over low'ring hills" (II.v.5-6). 
What is learned? Surely the lovers themselves teach no regrets: we learn, 
perhaps, that we should not follow their example, and yet to be truly in love 
and to follow love's course in the face of both reality and Fortune seem to 
comprise the only route. The Friar's answer to Romeo's plea for an instant 
marriage captures the total action of the play, yet it also vividly images the 
hopelessness of moral platitudes: 
These violent delights have violent ends, 
And in their triumph die, like fire and powqer, 
Which as they kiss consume. (II.vi.9-11) 
And it is this sense that Romeo and Juliet themselves necessarily extinguish 
their own intense flames and, like Ovid's heroes and heroines, find a path to 
transcendence: 
Come, gentle night, come, loving, black-brow'd night, 
Give me my Romeo, and, when I shall die, 
Take him and cut him out in little stars, 
And he will make the face of heaven so fine, 
That all the world will be in love with night, 
And pay no worship to the garish sun. (III.ii.20-25) 
The pathos in Romeo and Juliet dram~tizes emotions that come finally to 
destroy many people in the play and to overwhelm us. Yet we do survive be-
cause this participation in such suffering can happen only in so far as a media-
~ion is possible between the reality represented and our serious private self. The 
rhetoric of pathos as it projects pure suffering into art enables us to grapple with 
the ineluctably self-destructive nature of so much of our experience of the 
world. 
Venus and Adonis and The Rape of Lucrece share with Romeo and 
Juliet a paradoxical intensity of identifiably pure emotion achieved through 
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rhet~rical representation. The two Ovidian epyllia, long and appropriately con-
sidered .virtuoso exercises, are particularly helpful in understanding both Shake-
speare's . efforts to control language and the relationship between the rhetoric 
of pathos and · the epistemology of the works in which it occurs. That both 
poem.s are. static . pictures is certainly true, and that in various matters of spe-
cific rhetorical devices, images, and source materials they foreshadow Shake-
speare's later work in undeniable. But they are also the first and the most 
intense efforts Shakespeare made to bridge the gap between linguistic sign and 
substance, between language and emotion. Here the pathos of erotic desire and 
of victimization are a means by which the fused power of intellect and emotion 
is most clearly demonstrated. Samuel Coleridge's perception of Venus and 
Adonis is still the most accurate: 
Venus and Adonis seems at once the characters 
themselves, and the whole representation of those 
characters by the most consummate actors. You 
seem to be told nothing, but to see and hear every-
thing. Hence it is, that from the perpetual activity 
of attention required on the part of the reader; 
from the rapid flow, the quick change, and the 
playful nature of the thoughts and images; and 
above all from the alienation, and, if I may hazard 
such an expression, the utter aloofness of the 
poet's own feelings, from those of which he is at 
once the painter and the analyst; that though the 
very subject cannot but detract from the pleasure 
of a delicate mind, yet never was a poem less dan-
gerous on a moral account.15 
The rhetoric of Venus and Adonis embodies the absolute power of two op-
posed views of human love: Venus' animal lust and attendant inability to know 
anything not in the realm of the senses frustratingly counters Adonis' uncom-
promisingly abstract, neo-Platonic view of love. There are, then, two passionate 
points of view leading to pathos, two intrinsically appealing human sympathies. 
Shakespeare's Adonis, quite distinct from many treatments by renaissance art-
ists, is young, virginal, sensuous, and his moral-erotic stance is the moral and 
ethical antithesis of Venus' nubile articulation of an unfettered life principle. 
The antithetical stances are unresolvable; the metamorphosis of Adonis into 
"A purple flow'r sprung up, check'red with white" (l.1168) is the answer 
art has to such contrarieties. The mythical price of this irreconcilability, 
of course, is that "Sorrow on love hereafter shall attend" (1.1136), and this 
prophecy, a universal truth that humans can confirm, is the grounds for many 
tragedies. Venus' passionate, erotic rhetorical performance-that is exactly 
what it is-throughout the poem, but particularly in the story about boar hunt-
ing, is self-consciously stylized, formal, finally strained and yet celebratory of 
human passion. Adonis, as the passive figure wh-0se language dramatizes him as 
the victim with whom we share the hot urgency of Venus' assault, is as unwill-
ing as his temptress to modulate his extreme stance and, indeed, his speech 
crystallizes the dichotomy: 
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'Call it not love, for Love to heaven is fled, 
Since sweating Lust on earth usurp 'd his name , 
' Love comforteth like sunshine after rain, 
But Lust's effect is tempest after sun; 
Love's gentle springdoth always fresh remain, 
Lust's winter comes ere summer half be done.' 
477 
(11. 79 3-94, 799-802) 
The self-conscious rhetorical stylizing, the self-conscious use of storytelling and 
posturing, forces concentration upon emotion rather than upon character: this 
is pure, formal representation of experience. 
The Rape of Lucrece is also a study in obsession, but in the tragic cost 
of such obsession. The pathos generated by the spectacle of Lucretius' and 
Collatine's grief at the death of Lucrece is obvious and, at least to some extent, 
effective . But more problematic and, finally, more powerful, is the rhetorical 
and emotional interplay betw~en Tarquin and Lucrece. Both figures are self-
conscious yet unhesitant to explore fully , through incredibly elaborate rhetori-
cal pyrotechnics, their overpowering emotions. The reader must deal with Tar-
quin's lust, which seems far more a product of a perverted imagination than of 
unbridled animal lust, and with Lucrece's plight of honor and pain, both rather 
luxurious self-explorations. Both characters are mightily concerned with the 
public consequences of their situations. This is especially true in Tarquin's pre-
rape rumination: 
'O shame to knighthood, and to shining arms! 
0 foul dishonor to my household's grave! 
0 impious act including all foul harms! 
A martial man to be soft fancy's slave! 
True valor still a true respect should have; 
Then my d~gression is so vile, so base, 
That it will live engraven in my face. 
'Yea, though I die, the scandal will survive, 
And be an eye-sore in my golden coat; 
Some loathsome dash the herald will contrive , 
To cipher me how fondly I did dote; 
That my posterity, sham'd with the note, 
Shall curse my bones, and hold it for no sin 
To wish that I their father had not been.' (11.197-210) 
The protracted verbalizing of his mental lust, a "disputation I 'Tween frozen 
conscience and hot burning will" (ll.246-47) and Lucrece's long lament of the 
"cureless crime" she has suffered function as statements of rhetorical media-
tion between the realities of the situation-lust and victimization-and the con-
sequences, not uniquely to one's self or to one's loved ones, but as those conse-
quences live in time beyond the immediate context. This is a kind of metamor-
phosis which does not intend to reconcile , but which casts up two positions 
and requires an audience to experience both , to recreate both, and so forces it 
to make relevant its own morality and experiences of emotion. 
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Lucrece's horrified expostulations about the shame she feels-"Make 
me not object to the tell-tale Day" (1.806)-are certainly pathetic, but the im-
agery of her speeches suggests she has projected her plight, in a sense distanced 
herself from it. She sees herself the subject of stories-"The nurse to still her 
child will tell my story" (1.813)-and identifies her grief with Hecuba's at the 
seige of Troy: 
Here feelingly she weeps Troy's painted woes, 
For sorrow, like a heavy hanging bell, 
Once set on ringing, with his own weight goes, 
Then little strength rings out the doleful knell: 
So Lucrece, set a-work, sad tales doth tell 
To pencill'd pensiveness and color'd sorrow; 
She lends them words, and she their looks doth borrow. 
(11.1492-98) 
Lucrece's response to this violent crime gives us some of young Shakespeare's 
most soaring poetry and, beyond question, some of the most authentic of 
Ovidian pathetic sentiments. What the poem succeeds in doing, even more than 
does Venus and Adonis, and much in the manner of Romeo and Juliet and the 
mature tragedies, is to render language and emotion, symbol and substance, 
synonymous. We feel the suffering of Lucrece, but we also see it for what it is 
and for what it does. There are no easily spouted dicta here-that is not Shake-
speare's objective. The pathos in these events, the pure emotion rhetorically 
wrought and so preserved, serves as our route to knowledge, perhaps to a sense 
of knowledge. This transformation of emotion and language, which occurs in 
the plays I have cited and in various ways in all the tragedies, makes possible 
simultaneous experience and distance. It guarantees the permanency of art and 
gives us means by which the sometimes horrific, often deeply sad, reality of 
human experience can be felt and valued without its overwhelming us with its 
inevitable cost. The pathetic engages us in the complexities of human emotion. 
The experience is sustained and undistracted, represented in a dramatic lan-
guage that enables us to know both intellectually and emotionally the conse-
quences of appetite and human action.16 
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BLOODY SPECTACLE IN SHAKESPEARE'S ROMAN PLAYS: 
THE POLITICS AND AESTHETICS OF VIOLENCE 
* P. Jeffrey Ford 
ABSTRACT. The sensational physical violence in Titus Andronicus has usually 
been regarded as a youthful accommodation to popular theatrical tastes, and 
one that Shakespeare soon abandoned. However, spectacular stage violence 
plays a prominent part in the plays on Roman subject matter that Shakespeare 
wrote throughout his career. The effect of intense physical spectacles on the 
judgement of those who observe them seems to be an important theme in all 
four of Shakespeare's Roman plays, and this suggests that the combination of 
a Stoic idealism and physical brutalities was an aspect of Roman history that 
intrigued Shakespeare. Furthermore, his treatment of this theme in three of the 
Roman plays implies a parallel between the effects of intense physical spectacle 
on the stage and the effects of physical violence in the political sphere. 
Thirty years ago, Leo Kirschbaum published an essay in PMLA pointing 
out that an abundant use of stage blood was a feature of Elizabethan theatrical. 
productions and that productions of Shakespeare's plays also made ample use 
of spectacularly gory stage effects.1 In support of the latter proposition, 
Kirschbaum pointed to textual evidence for the abundant use of blood in epi-
sodes from two of Shakespeare's Roman plays, the assassination scene in Julius 
Caesar and the battlefield appearances of Caius Martius in the first act of Corio-
lanus. Kirschbaum's argument was that the reluctance of subsequent critics and 
producers to acknowledge the prominence of these devices has distorted our 
understanding of the effect these plays must have had on the Elizabethan stage. 
Kirschbaum's suggestions about the aesthetic importance of stage blood 
were less assured, I think. He was convinced that Shakespeare did not exploit 
these devices merely for their shock value, but rather as a means of emphasizing 
the harshness and brutality of violent actions in the real world. Shakespeare 
was not one to sentimentalize history. 2 But just how Shakespeare's unsenti-
mental realism differed from the sensationalism of his contemporaries was npt 
directly discussed in the essay. 
The usual objection to such spectacles, of course, is precisely the one 
that Kirschbaum's defense hints at: it is assumed that their purpose is to shock, 
that they are directed toward the stimulation of baser appetites, and that the 
effect they produce is not an aesthetic one. Like pornographic performances, 
spectacles of gratuitous violence engage the audience in a way that destroys the 
distinction between imitation and reality, and, with the loss of this aesthetic 
distance, the drama "loses its ability to transform reality and refine the passions. 
The one Shakespearean tragedy that has always seemed indefensible on 
these grounds is Titus Andronicus. I am not aware of a significant challenge to 
Coleridge's judgement that the play was "obviously intended to excite vulgar 
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audiences .by its scenes of blood and horror."3 This judgement has not been 
too troublesome because the play comes so early in Shakespeare's career. But it 
has contributed to the dissociation of Titus Andronicus from Shakespeare's 
other Roman plays, a dissociation that has been widely accepted since the play 
does not have a classical source, and its subject matter is not drawn from classi-
cal Roman history. 
I propose to reconsider this view of Titus Andronicus in the light 
of Kirschbaum's observations about the prominence of bloody spectacles 
in other Roman plays. That such spectacles play an important part in all 
the Roman plays might suggest that their presence is connected with Shake-
speare's attitude toward Roman subject matter, and that, although there are 
obvious differences of dramatic skill between Titus Andronicus and the later 
tragedies, this first Roman play has significant thematic and theatrical connec-
tions with its more respectable successors. There are two additional hypotheses 
I would like to present. First, from as early as Titus Andronicus, Shakespeare's 
Roman plays treat, as a thematic concern, the effect of bloody spectacles on 
those who observe them. In a sense, the plays are about the effects of bloody 
spectacle. The second hypothesis is that Shakespeare's experimentation with 
stage violence is connected to a set of political and aesthetic issues which were 
preoccupations of the Renaissance. 
I want to begin with Julius Caesar, where I think the case is easiest 
to make since it is in this play that the effect of intense physical spectacles 
on those who observe them is most clearly developed as a theme. At the 
center of Julius Caesar is the violent and bloody assassination scene, and the 
fate of the characters turns on the different reactions that spectacle is capable 
of producing. As Kirschbaum pointed out, the text of the play seems to insist 
on a spectacular quantity of stage blood. After Caesar has been slain, Brutus 
presents his famous, gruesome proposal to the conspirators: 
Stoop, Romans, stoop, 
And let us bathe our hands in Caesar's blood 
Up to the elbows, and besmear our swords; 
Then walk we forth, even to the market-place, 
And waving our red weapons o'er our heads, 
Let's all cry, "Peace, freedom , and liberty!" (III.i.104-10)4 
When Antony comes upon the scene, he invites the conspirators to take his life, 
"Now, whilst your purpled hands do reek and smoke" (l. 158). Assured by 
Brutus that they intend him no harm, Antony shakes the "bloody hand" of 
each of the conspirators (l. 184). There is, perhaps, a further grisly allusion 
to the physical situation in Antony's reflection that his "credit now stands on 
such slippery ground" (l. 191). The emphasis on gory spectacle continues in the 
funeral speech as Antony gathers the citizens around Caesar's corpse, discourses 
singly on the blood soaked rents in Caesar's cloak, and concludes by displaying 
the corpse itself, mutilated by the conspirators' weapons. 
Kirschbaum saw in the brutality of the spectacle a revelation of the 
savagery and inhumanity of all murder and an underscoring of the truth that 
the conspirators are blood-thirsty men, even if respectable motives had been 
allowed to some of them previously. 5 But I think the implications of the vio-
lence are more complicated. Kirschba~m wondered how the critics could have 
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transformed the macabre blood bathing into a religious ritual, but ~s Brents 
Stirling has shown, they had only to follow the lead of Brutus himself. 
In the scene in which he joins with the conspirators, Brutus is very 
much worried about the gruesomeness of the proposed physical act, and in 
response to the suggestions that Antony be slain along with Caesar, he recoils 
from the imagined spectacle: "Our course will seem too bloody, Caius Cassius, I 
To cut the head off and then hack the limbs" (II.i.162-63). And then, in 
a remarkable speech, Brutus goes on to express his distaste for the unavoidable 
violence of the course he has embarked on and, finally, to transform imagina-
tively the act of murder: 
Let's be sacrificers, but not butchers, Caius. 
We all stand up against the spirit of Caesar, 
And in the spirit of men there is no blood; 
0 that we then could come by Caesar's spirit, 
And not dismember Caesar! But, alas, 
Caesar must bleed for it! And, gentle friends, 
Let's kill him boldly, but not wrathfully; 
Let's carve him as a dish fit for the gods, 
Not hew him as a carcass fit for hounds; 
This shall make 
Our purpose necessary, and not envious; 
Which so appearing to the common eyes, 
We shall be call'd purgers, not murderers. (II.i.166-80) 
Brutus resolves to think of the slaying not as butchery, but as sacrifice. 
It soon becomes clear that Brutus' uneasiness was fully justified. When 
Antony views the mutilated body of Caesar, he does not see the political sanc-
tity that produced the spectacle. Brutus is immediately aware of the problem 
and hastens to correct Antony's false impression: 
Though now we must appear bloody and cruel, 
As by our hands and this our present act 
You see we do, yet see you but our hands, 
And this the bleeding business they have done. 
Our hearts you see not, they are pitiful; 
And pity to the general wrong of Rome-
As fire drives out fire, so pity pity-
Hath done this deed on Caesar. (III.i.165-72) 
Antony dissembles and pretends that his perception of what has taken place 
can be altered by "reasons" (11. 220-23), but the moment the assassins have 
withdrawn, he reiterates the interpretation that Brutus was so anxious to avoid: 
"O, pardon me, thou bleeding piece of earth, I That I am meek and gentle with 
these butchers!" (11. 254-55). 
From one point of view, Brutus' tragedy is that the moment he is per-
suaded to give physical evidence of the republican principles he holds, he is 
trapped in a paradox. The very act that should display Brutus' idealism 
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completely conceals it and looks for all the world like a display of violent 
physical appetite for power. 
What I am suggesting, of course, is that in Julius Caesar Shakespeare 
uses the sensational impact of the physical spectacle to illustrate how political 
theories and principles are obscured by, perhaps even irrelevant to, the practical 
exercise of power. Whatever the truth about his motives, Brutus can no more 
succeed in overcoming the impression that the physical violence creates than he 
can succeed in justifying the killing of Caesar on the basis of a fashioning of 
what Caesar might become. The believing, it seems, is in the vivid seeing. 
But perhaps the clearest evidence for the self-consciousness with which 
Shakespeare is exploiting the capacity of physical spectacle to overwhelm 
judgement and obscure principles is to be found in the exchange between Bru-
tus a·nd Cassius as they bathe their hands in Caesar's blood. Shakespeare ironi-
cally permits his characters to reflect on future theatrical representations of the 
assassination: "How many ages hence I Shall this our lofty scene be acted over I 
in [states] unborn and accents yet unknown!" (III.i.111-13). Cassius' conclu-
sion that ."So oft as that shall be, I So often shall the knot of us be call'd I 
The men that gave their country liberty" (11. 117 -19) is belied by the experience 
of the audience witnessing this performance, for it is clear that a playwright 
who wished to emphasize the political ideals behind this blow for liberty would 
not cultivate the vulgar excitement produced by the gory spectacle on the 
stage. I think Shakespeare is deliberately linking the effect of the violent stage 
spectacle with the effect of the violent act of power in the political realm. As 
the former destroys aesthetic distance and judgement, and thus strips the 
action of meaning beyond its sensational impact, so the latter seems to swallow 
up the principles and values it was supposed to support and defend. 
In Titus Andronicus, the thematic significance of the bloody spectacle 
is not so apparent, for here the violence really does ·seem to be gratuitous. I sus-
pect, however, that the care Shakespeare takes to emphasize the pointlessness 
of the violence is a clue to his deliberate manipulation of its effects. 
Probably the most offensive scene in Titus Andronicus is Act III, 
scene one, precisely because it represents the culmination of apparently motive-
less brutality. There are scenes of greater violence to follow-Titus' cutting the 
throats of Tamora's sons and the wholesale slaughter at the banquet for Satur-
ninus and Tamora. But these· acts are powerfully motivated by Titus' under-
standable rage and lust ·for revenge. By contrast, the abuses to which Titus and 
his family are subjected are performed for the general amusement of the per-
petrators. In the exchange between Aaron and Tamora's sons before they rape 
and mutilate Lavinia, it is made clear that Chiron and Demetrius have no c_ause . 
or ambition beyond the satisfaction of their immediate sexual desires. Their 
rivalry disappears in the admission that neither objects ·tQ the other enjoying 
Lavinia, nor do they feel any jealousy toward her husband. As Aaron com-
ments, dit seems some certain snatch or so I Would serve your turns" '11.i.95-
96). Poor Lavinia is simply the victim of random and meaningless violence in 
the streets. Titus' reaction to the spectacle of Lavinia mutilated again draws 
together the effects of artistic represe!}tations with the effect of brutal spec-
tacles in the real world. "Had I but seen thy picture in this plight, I It would 
have madded me; what shall I do I Now I behold thy lively body so?" 
(111.i. 103-105). 
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Aaron's brutality seems even more gratuitous. When Titus' sons, who 
have been falsely accused of the murder of Bassianus, are about to be executed, 
Aaron brings word to Titus that he may ransom his sons' lives with the sacrifice 
of a hand. This consummate cruelty apparently originates with Aaron, and, 
having cut off Titus' hand, he gloats in an aside to the audience: 
0 how this villainy 
Doth fat me with the very thoughts of it! 
Let fools do good, and fair men call for grace, 
Aaron will have his soul black like his face. (III.i.202-205) 
Aaron is a connoisseur of sadistic ,violence, the demonically evil villain of the 
Elizabethan stage with whom it is so difficult for modem audiences to come to 
terms. But, as such, his cruelty is without meaning or understandable motive. 
There is another reason why this scene must be regarded as central in 
Titus Andronicus: it is the locus of a major transformation in the character of 
Titus. When the messenger appears bearing Titus' hand and the heads of his 
sons, Titus resolves on a course of action diametrically opposed to the prin-
ciples for which he stood at the beginning of the play: "Then which way shall I 
find Revenge's cave?" (1. 270). And what has forced Titus to abandon his 
principles and to adopt the more primitive ethic of revenge-an ethic associated 
with the barbarian queen, Tamora-is the meaninglessness of the brutalities to 
which he has been subjected. "If there were reason for these miseries," he says, 
"Then into limits could I bind my woes ... " (11. 219-20). 
The significance of this moral transformation of Titus is enhanced, I 
think, by the historical context within which the action of the play is set. Of 
course the plot of Titus is not history at all; it is legend. But it is legend associ-
ated with the fall of the Roman empire. The historical moment is kept in the 
foreground throughout the play by repeated allusions to the fall of Troy, so 
that in this concluding phase of Roman civilization we are reminded of the fall 
of the civilization from which Rome was born. 
The opening scene of the play establishes a contrast of values that is 
directly related to this historical perspective. Titus acts according to fixed, rigid 
principles that demand service to the state and loyalty to the emperor. Emo-
tions aroused by the circumstances of the moment play no part in his decisions. 
That he is not personally ambitious for power appears in his unwavering rejec-
tion of the offered crown. In declaring his choice for emperor, he supports 
Saturninus on the absolute, if anachronistic, grounds of primogeniture, ignor-
ing the considerations of merit proposed by Bassianus and unswayed by Satur-
ninus' personal affronts to him. When the newly elected emperor claims Titus' 
daughter, Lavinia, as his bride, Titus immediately acknowledges his right. 
When Titus' own sons oppose the match ,on the grounds of family obligations 
to Bassianus, Titus immediately regards them as enemies, kills his own son, 
Mutius, and even refuses to permit him to be buried with his brothers who died 
in Rome's wars. Titus is clearly an extreme embodiment of an ethical position, 
but it i~ an ethic associated with the old Stoic values on which Roman great-
ness was based-values that demanded the submission of private to public 
interests and absolute transcendence of personal desires and emotions. As the 
embodiment of these old values, Titus is the opposite of Saturninus, whose 
actions and choices seem to be governed solely by the immediate impulses that 
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physical circumstances arouse. Saturninus, I think, represents a total submis-
sion to physical impulse-to the passions stimulated by what immediately pre-
sents itself to his eye. It is his abandonment of the older ethical values that, 
quite literally, opens the way to the introduction of barbarian values and to the 
final destruction of Rome. In the uncontrolled sensationalism that ensues, even 
Titus is forced to abandon his principles and to recognize that justice is no 
longer to be found on the earth (IV.iii.1-24). All that remains is the more 
primitive conception of justice, a justice driven not by reason, but by passion-
by the emotional response to physical brutality. Titus' acceptance of this bar-
barian ethic of revenge is signalled in his instructing Lucius to join with the 
Goths and to raise an army against Rome (III.i.283-87). In the last analysis, 
Titus' stoic detachment cannot withstand the onslaught of meaningless physi-
cal violence. 
There is an important dimension to the analysis of the political and 
ethical effects of physical violence that is explored in Julius Caesar, but appar-
ently not developed in Titus Andronicus: the deliberate and contrived use of 
physical spectacle to attain calculated political ends. We might judge that 
Brutus' defeat can be explained, in large part, by his failure to understand 
adequately and to manage the sensational effects of political violence. The 
conclusion is encouraged by the contrasting example of Antony, who artfully 
exploits the emotional potential of Caesar's mutilated corpse for his own 
political ends. Antony's conduct in this respect seems to correspond to what 
we would characterize as Machiavellian behavior. There is no such purpose-
fully calculated use of violence in Titus Andronicus. Aaron is a "Machiavel" 
according to the widespread renaissance distortion of Machiavelli. He is not the 
political pragmatist, but the character who espouses evil for its own sake-who 
makes evil his good. I think the conscious political use of spectacle becomes a 
major theme in the later Roman plays. It is a central issue in Antony and 
Cleopatra, but pursuing that line of development would lead us away from the 
consideration of Shakespeare's use of bloody spectacle. I want to turn instead 
to the last of Shakespeare's Roman plays, where we encounter a quite distinc-
tive development of the significance of physical violence. 
The brutal spectacle in Coriolanus is the hero himself as he appears in 
battle in Corioles. It is clear that Martius presents a sensational spectacle. When 
Comenius confronts him, Martius is so covered in blood as to be scarcely 
recognizable (I.vi.21-24). When Martius expresses his determination to return 
immediately to battle, Comenius wishes, "You were conducted to a gentle bath I 
And balms applied to you .. . " (IL 63-64). Only after Corioles has fallen and 
Coriolanus has reluctantly received the praise and title warranted by his deeds 
does he consent to put aside the horrible display : "I will go wash; I And when 
my face is fair, you shall perceive I Whether I blush or no . .. " (I.ix.68-70). 
What is most striking, however, is that Coriolanus is obviously enamoured of 
the gory spectacle he presents. He suggests that those who share his nobility 
will be attrac;ted by his appearance, incidentally calling attention to the theatri-
cal nature of the display. He invites others to join him in returning to the 
battle, "If any such be here I (As it were sin to doubt) that love this painting I 
Wherein you see me smear'd ... " (I.vi.67-69). 
Coriolanus' enthusiasm for gory spectacles, however, is subtly qualified 
and somewhat paradoxical, for the single, most striking characteristic of 
Coriolanus is his contempt for the flesh and for physical needs and desires. 
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He has contempt for the plebians because they are concerned with filling their 
bellies, and he prefers the embrace between mortal enemies to the sexual em-
braces of the bower. In fact, it is the ugliness, painfulness, and cruelty of 
bloody spectacles that explain Coriolanus' attachment to them. All the seduc-
tive and pleasurable sensations of physical existence are suspect. It is only in 
pain that Coriolanus finds purity and nobility. What is ugliness to most men is 
beauty for Coriolanus, and this inversion of normal aesthetic values is explicity 
stated by his mother, Volumnia, who, incidentally, is chastizing her daughter-
in-law for being disturbed by the thought of Coriolanus being wounded. No-
thing, V olumnia insists, is more beautiful than bloodshed: 
The breasts of Hecuba, 
When she did suckle Hector, look'd not lovelier 
Than Hector's forehead when it spit forth blood 
At Grecian sword, [contemning]. (l.iii.40-43) 
Coriolanus' attachment to brutal spectacles is ultimately an expression of his 
contempt for the physical, and it is in the light of this discovery, I think, that 
we can understand Coriolanus' rather puzzling unwillingness to accept praise. 
Praise falsifies his deeds by making them appear beautiful: 
You [shout] me forth 
In acclamations hyperbolical, 
As if I lov' d my little should be dieted 
In praises sauc' d with lies. (I.ix. 5 0-5 3) 
Threatened with formal praise from the Senate, he utters a response which, on 
the surface, is contradictory: 
I had rather have one scratch my head i' th' sun 
When the alarum were struck than idly sit 
To hear my nothings monster'd. (II.ii.75-77) 
But the seeming contradiction is only a reflection of Coriolanus' paradoxical 
values. There is really no contradiction between the claim that praise dresses 
up brutal deeds like a dish fit for a banquet and the suggestion that this dress-
ing up makes the deeds monstrosities. Only brutal physical realities, unmiti-
gated by art or rhetoric, are honest. Coriolanus' paradoxical attitude toward 
the physical is highlighted in yet another startling comment that he makes 
about praise: "I had rather have my wounds to heal again I Than hear say how 
I got them" (II.ii.68-69). Coriolanus values his wounds as long as they are 
bleeding and smarting, but when they heal, they are transformed into tokens 
to court the fickle voices of the people.7 Coriolanus prefers the spectacle that, 
in its rawness, terrifies and chastizes common sensibilities. 
The prominence of physical violence in Shakespeare's Roman plays 
probably should not surprise us. We know that violent conflict and physical 
ruthlessness were major features of Roman history in the minds of Elizabethans. 8 
Perhaps the other thing that Elizabethans most readily associated w'ith Rome 
was Stocisim-the cultivation of mental constancy by deliberately withdrawing 
from the emotional turmoil of involvement with the physical world. The 
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combination of these Roman qualities is an intriguing one, one that seems to 
invite exploration, and I think that, in his Roman plays, Shakespeare displays 
his interest in the paradoxical relationship between intense physical experience 
and Stoic detachment. 
When we consider the plays as a group, we discover that they jointly 
represent three different phases of Roman history. The general pattern the 
plays suggest as a group is an interesting one.9 It seems to locate the beginnings 
of Roman virtue in a Spartan physical ruthlessness based on contempt for the 
enslaving power of physical pleasure and a distrust of the seductiveness of art. 
In time, presumably as a result of increased power and security, the harsh 
militarism becomes less necessary, though it survives as a republican ideal. Con-
tempt for the physical expresses itself instead in stoic detachment. This phase 
of republican greatness is not portrayed in Shakespeare's Roman plays, except 
as it appears in the outmoded values of Brutus and Titus. As the republican 
phase dies out, power passes to those who have the ability to exploit the effect 
of physical spectacles for political ends, to the political artists-Antony, and, 
ultimately, Augustus. In the final phase, the artful politician gives way to the 
sensual and self-indulgent ruler, and the brutality and chaos of unrestricted 
physicality reassert themselves. I think that in focusing on this aspect of 
Roman history, on the relationship between political ideals and political power, 
Shakespeare was engaging a set of ethical and aesthetic issues that had great 
significance for his contemporaries. Machiavelli's pragmatic analysis of how 
po~er is acquired and maintained presented a new conception of politics and 
a <fhallenge to traditional political theories that must have seemed to be closely 
paralleled by the conflicting forces in Roman history. 
Finally, questions about the effect of intense sensory experiences on 
moral and intellectual judgements also engaged important aesthetic questions. 
Renaissance art is characterized by an interest in cultivating a sensory realism 
in place of allegorical or symbolic representations. The impulse appears every-
where in the arts-from the development of linear perspective in painting to 
the demand for literary narratives that seem like history. But the ability to 
create convincing illusions of the world of physical experience often seems to 
obscure the "meaning" of the work-to be at odds with the artist's responsibil-
ity to represent universal truth. 
I believe the Roman plays reveal that Shakespeare sa.J, a parallel be-
tween the challenge for the Renaissance playwright posed by spectacularly 
"realistic" stage effects and that presented to the politician by the political 
"realism" of .Machiavelli. In both spheres, consummate skill is required to pre-
vent the fotce of violent spectacle from overwhelming all other considerations 
and destroying the design of the poet or the politician. But the adequate 
management of these effects is an oddly ambiguous accomplishment. If the 
power to move and to persuade resides less in principle than in calculated 
artifice, there is inevitably something fraudulent about the skills that control 
and direct the forces of moral and political anarchy. The new realism, on the 
stage and in the state, is built on elaborately contrived "machinery." 
NOTES 
1 Leo Kirschbaum, "Shakespeare's Stage Blood and Its Critical Signifi~ 
cance," PMLA, 64 (1949), 517-29. 
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3 Samuel Taylor Coleridge, Shakespearean Criticism, ed. Thomas Mid-
dleton Raysor, 2nd ed. (London: J.M. Dent, 1967), II, 27. 
4 All references to Shakespeare's plays are from The Riverside Shake-
speare, ed. G. Blakemore Evans (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1974). 
5 Kirschbaum, pp. 523-24. 
6 Brents Stirling, "Or Else This Were a Savage Spectacle," PMLA, 66 
(1951), 765-74. In this very important essay, Stirling pointed out how Brutus' 
futile attempts to transform the assassination into "ceremony" are character-
ized by an ironic treatment of ceremony that pervades the play. My analysis 
follows that of Stirling closely, although I believe that ceremony and ritual 
receive ambivalent treatment in the play, and I see Brutus' attempt to ritualize 
the act less as a mistaken tragic choice (see Stirling, p. 77 4) than as an expres-
sion of a dilemma inherent in principled political action. A revised version of 
Stirling's essay was subsequently published as a chapter in Unity in Shake-
spearean Tragedy: The Interplay of Theme and Character (1956; rpt. New 
York: Gordian, 1966), pp. 40-54, and reprinted in Shakespeare: Modern Essays 
in Criticism, ed. Leonard F. Dean, rev. ed. (London: Oxford Univ. Press), pp. 
206-17. 
7 For a discussion of other aspects and implications of Coriolanus' 
attitude toward praise, see Paul A. Cantor, Shakespeare's Rome: Republic and 
Empire (Ithaca: Cornell Univ. Press, 1976), pp. 95-97. 
8 For a concise and useful discussion of Elizabethan attitudes toward 
Rome and Roman history, see T. J. B. Spencer, "Shakespeare and the Eliza-
bethan Romans," Shakespeare Survey 10 (1957), 27-38. 
9 Cantor provides an interesting analysis of Coriolanus and Antony and 
Cleopatra as companion pieces which "contrast the early days of the Republic 
with the early days of the Empire" (p. 13). Recent scholarship has tended to 
emphasize the relative sophistication of Shakespeare's insight into Roman 
politics and history as a corrective to the earlier concentration on his anachro-
nistic distortions. Other studies which contribute to such a reassessment are 
J. L. Simmons, Shakespeare's Pagan World: The Roman Tragedies (Charlottes-
ville, Va.: Univ. Press of Va., 1973), and Kenneth Muir, "Shakespeare's Roman 
World," Literary Half Yearly, 15 (1974), 45-63. 
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KATHERINE OF ARAGON AND FEMALE GREATNESS: 
SHAKESPEARE'S DEBT TO DRAMA TIC TRADITION 
Joseph Candido * 
ABSTRACT. Although Shakespeare's reliance upon Holinshed's Chronicles 
(1587) as the major source for Henry VIII is unmistakable, it appears likely 
that the dramatist also drew upon a notion of Renaissance womanhood preva-
lent in the drama of his time to heighten and embellish the character of Kather-
ine of Aragon in Henry VIII. The striking features of condition and character 
that Katherine shares with such heroines as Webster's Vittoria in The White 
Devil and the Duchess in The Duchess of Malfi, Dekker and Webster's Lady 
Jane Grey in Sir Thomas Wyatt, and Heywood's Elizabeth I in the two-part 
play If You Know Not Me, You Know Nobody, both point to the prevalence 
of this minor stage tradition and argue for Shakespeare's indebtedness to it. 
Whether the spirit of greatness or of woman 
Reign most in her, I know not, but it shows 
A fearful madness; I owe her much of pity .1 
The words are those of John Webster's Cariola, servingwoman to the 
Duchess of Malfi; and they are spoken just after the Duchess defies her tyranni-
cal brothers by seeking and winning the affections of her lowly servant Anto-
nio, thus plunging herself irrevocably into a terrifying "wilderness, I Where 
[she] shall find nor path, nor friendly clew /To be [her] guide" (I.i.359-61). 
There is a sense, however, in which Cariola's statement goes beyond its immed-
iate context to define the spirited individualism of other aristo~ratic women 
depicted on the early seventeeth-century stage who also, when plagued by the 
vexations of family, law, or convention, choose, as the Duchess herself styles it 
with punning grace in her wooing of Antonio, to make their own "wills" 
(I.i.376). Such characters as Shakespeare's Cleopatra and Lady Macbeth, 
Webster's Vittoria, or Ford's Calantha come instantly to mind and are perhaps 
the most flamboyant examples of the type. It is 'interesting to note, however, 
that this popular conception of the aristocratic female as strong-willed and 
courageous-indeed often "manly" in the stoicism with which she faces adver-
sity-appears in two contemporary but now largely ignored dramas on Tudor 
women: Thomas Heywood's two-part play on Queen Elizabeth, If You Know 
Not Me, You Know Nobody (1605-08), and Dekker and Webster's Sir Thomas 
Wyatt (1607), much of which deals with the ill-fated claim of Lady Jane Grey / 
to the crown of England. 
It is my purpose in this essay to suggest that Shakespeare's depiction of 
Katherine of Aragon in Henry' VIII is at least partly indebted to this prevalent 
idea of aristocratic womanhood, especially as it finds expression in Webster's 
tragedies,2 the partly Websterian play on Lady Jane, and Heywood's two-part 
drama on Elizabeth. I should make clear at the outset, however, that I am not 
* Department of English, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, Arkansas. 
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presuming to displace Holinshed's Chronicles (1587) as the chief source for 
Henry VIII. It is clearly from Holinshed that Shakespeare derives the essential 
action of the play, including such memorable facts about the queen as her con-
frontation with Wolsey and Campeius in her own chamber of presence, her 
theatrical posturing and sudden exit from the trial, her genuine affection for 
the king, and her magnanimity in death. What I am suggesting, however, is that 
Shakespeare often embellishes the facts about Katherine that he finds in Holin-
shed by drawing upon a familiar conception of aristocratic womanhood that, 
for about a decade, found ample expression both in his plays and in those of 
his contemporaries. 
One of the ~rliest of such plays is Heywood's If You Know Not Me, 
You Know Nobody, a rambling, highly sentimental drama in two parts, begin-
ning with Elizabeth's "troubles" during the reign of her sister Mary, and ending 
with her triumph as a warrior-maid at Tilbury where she appears, in full armor, 
rejoicing with her subjects over the defeat of the Spanish Armada. The play is, 
by any critical standard, undistinguished; yet it is noteworthy for its emphasis, 
however ponderous, on Elizabeth as a brave yet alienated woman who struggles 
to define her identity in a world often antithetical to her hopes. The young 
princess' "troubles" be~n almost immediately; she first appears "in her bed" 
(l.189, stage direction), plagued physically by a near mortal fever and emo-
tionally by a royal summons to appear at Westminster to answer the charge of 
high treason. She arrives at court "a prisoner" (l.335), stoically welcoming "all 
that heauen sends" (l.3 33 ), yet bemoaning the stain on her honor that in 
stripping her of former dignities violates both her liberty and her royalty: "Alas 
I am all the Queenes, yet nothing of my selfe" (l.322). What follows is an inqui-
sition of sorts, presided over by her arch-enemy Stephen Gardiner, Bishop of 
Winchester, at which the princess exhibits both the wit and spirited sense of 
self for which she was justifiably famous. The situation is a familiar one in 
plays of this type; here, as in the dramas to come , we witness the struggle of an 
embattled noblewoman who alone must oppose the insolence of ecclesiastical 
office. Moreover, Elizabeth's response to Gardiner's false accusations, both in 
language and tone, anticipates those of the stage heroines to follow: "I I Spit 
at treason. In Henryes raigne this Law could not haue stood, I 0 God that we 
should suffer for our blood" (ll.411-13). Indeed, the sense of imprisonment 
(both physical and psychological) and the images of death commonly associated 
with it in plays of this kind appear here in abundance. Upon her arrival at the 
Tower Elizabeth encounters "a grate of Iron, I Where greife and care [her] 
poore hart shall enuirone" (ll.589-90); and later, beset by fears that her keeper 
has actually been hired to effect her "secret murder" (l.827), she adopts an 
idiom that strongly evokes that of Webster's tragic heroines: "fare-well, far-
well, I I am freed from Lymbo to be sent to hell" (ll.832-33). But despite the 
lingering thought that "Hampton court I Wilbe [her] graue" (ll.1211-12), she 
refuses to wilt under the cruelty of her jailor or the pointed interrogations of 
the queen and eventually, though sheer strength of will, secures her freedom. 
With Mary's death shortly afterwards Elizabeth finally assumes the throne, thus 
ushering in the halcyon days of Protestant rule which the ensuing action of the 
play so tirelessly glorifies. 
Dekker and Webster's Sir Thomas Wyatt (printed in 1607) is roughly 
contemporaneous with If You Know Not Me; and its treatment of Lady Jane 
Grey, the innocent victim of her family's lust for royal power, closely resembles 
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not only that of Heywood's Elizabeth but also those of Webster's later heroines, 
Vittoria Corombona and the Duchess of Malfi. Jane first appears with her ever-
solicitous husband, Guilford Dudley, exhibiting, as she does so often through-
out the play, a mournful preoccupation with the finality of the grave. Here is 
her response to the untimely news of King Edward's death: 
Alasse, how small an Vrne containes a King? 
He that ruld all, euen with his princely breath, 
Is fore' d to stoope now to the stroake of death. (I.ii.2-5 )4 
It is one of the curiosities of the play that Jane, though barely past adolescence, 
far surpasses the adult Mary Tudor, her rival claimant to the crown, in emotion-
al depth and maturity. 5 In virtually every word she utters Jane reminds us of 
older stage women like Elizabeth, Vittoria, and the Duchess, who also strive 
desperately for self-expression and fulfillment in the most hostile and imper-
manent of worlds. She greets the news of her impending royalty with unsenti-
mental realism, clothing her emotions in language more becoming a funeral 
than a call to princely eminence: 
Who would weare fetters though they were all of golde? .... 
But tis an office, wherein the heartes of Schollers, 
And of Souldiers will depend vppon thy Hearse. (I.ii.25-30) 
0 God! me thinkes you sing my death, in parts 
Of musikes lowdnes, tis not my turne to rise. (I.ii.39-40) 
We are led with pompe to prison. 
0 propheticke sou le, 
Lo we ascend into our chaires of State, 
Like funeral! Coffins, in some funerall pompe 
Descending to their graues. (I.ii.62-66) 
The engaging mixture of womanhood and stoicism reflected in these lines is 
never more in evidence than during Jane's later arraignment for high treason. 
The episode parallels in several respects Elizabeth's trial in If You Know Not 
Me and the famous "Arraignment of Vittoria" in The White Devil (III.ii), dur-
ing which the accused defends herself fearlessly in the face of unjust legal and 
ecclesiastical pressure. There is indeed something of Elizabeth and Vittoria in 
the young girl who can say to her adult jurors when they demand to know 
whether or not she is guilty: 
I am and I am not, 
But should we stand vnto the last vnguilty, 
You haue large conscience Iurors to besmeare 
The fairest browe with stile of Trecherie. (V.i.4548) 
Yet Jane's bravery is more than merely rhetorical. When her husband tries to 
assume full blame for the abortive rebellion, she comes boldly to his defense: 
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Slander not thy self e 
If there be any guiltie it was I, 
I was proclaimede Queene, I the Crowne should weare. (V.i.57-59) 
We are reminded here of another of Webster's heroines, the Duchess of Malfi, 
who also reaffirms her unassailable integrity in the face of a crumbling moral 
order. Amidst the music of madmen and the bitterly satiric proddings of Bosola, 
she asserts triumphantly, "I am Duchess of Malfi still" (N .ii.142); and it is in-
teresting to note how closely Lady Jane's "I was proclaimede Queene, I the 
Crowne should weare" resembles the Duchess' statement both in tone and 
meaning. 
It is, however, in the moments just before her death that Jane exempli-
fies most fully a spirit of womanhood analogous to that of Webster's later trag-
ic heroines. She confronts the same hostile environment as they, a world in 
which all human action occurs mysteriously in a kind of cosmic "maze" 
(V.ii.64),6 yet she somehow transcends this moral chaos, as they do, by the 
sheer force of her own stoic dignity. Like Vittoria and the Duchess, Jane pre-
cedes her companion in death, and as she does so invokes a metaphor, haunt-
ingly familiar in the tragedies of the period, which fuses the act of dying with 
the act of love: "Tis I sweete loue, that first must kisse the blocke" (V.ii.97). 
It is thus "armde to die" (V.ii.101) that she goes intrepidly to the scaffold, 
shunning the "ornaments" of high estate, and exchanging her "worldly death 
for new Celestial hearth" (V.ii.130, 134). 
This same fusion of suffering and self-definition that so characterizes 
the experiences of Lady Jane, Elizabeth, Vittoria, and the Duchess, also mani-
fests itself in those of Katherine of Aragon. When the queen first appears on 
stage in Henry VIII she is the one voice of balance and moderation in a con-
tentious court. It is she, rather than one of Henry's advisors, who approaches 
the king as a humble "suitor" (I.ii.9) to inform him of the burdensome taxa-
tion (enacted without his knowledge) that threatens the nation's peace. Kather-
ine is concerned not only about the "grief' (I.ii.56) that such unjust levies in-
flict, but more importantly about her husband's reputation and the security of 
his crown. She is, like the stage heroines we have already noted, a courageous 
and strong-minded woman, seeking without heed for her own safety to shield 
her royal husband from any "Language unmannerly ... which breaks I The 
sides of loyalty" (I.ii.27-28). Nor does her genuine care and sympathy extend 
to the king alone. She is the only character in the play with the moral courage 
to speak in Henry's presence on Buckingham's behalf, telling her husband that 
she is "sorry" that the duke "Is run in [his] displeasure" (II.i.109-10), warn-
ing Wolsey to deliver his accusation against Buckingham "with charity" 
(II.i.143), and finally ordering the servant who testifies against his master to 
take good heed 
You charge not in your spleen a noble person 
And spoil your nobler soul; I say, take heed .... (II.i.173-75) 
There are flashes of an assertive and independent spirit here, especially in the 
queen's forceful enjoinder to the servant (repeated twice) to "take heed" that 
he be objective. Yet essentially the view we have of Katherine in this scene is 
that of the public woman of royalty; she is concerned about the populace, 
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solicitous of her husband, just, temperate, and dignified. 
With Katherine's next appearance, however, Shakespeare .begins to em-
bellish the portrait. The scene in question is the one in which the queen is to be 
interrogated by Wolsey and Campeius regarding the lawfulness of her marriage 
to Henry; and in several respects it harkens back to the earlier trial scenes in-
volving Elizabeth, Lady Jane, and Vittoria that we have already noted. Here 
again a spirited and embattled aristocrat must defend herself against churchmen 
of questionable objectivity; and here again it is her mode of defense that reveals 
most poignantly the quality of her mind and temper. Katherine begins by kneel-
ing before her husband in an emotional appeal to his sense of "pity" (II.iv.12), 
then proceeds to recount, in moving fashion, their twenty years of marriage. 
Now this is precisely the vein in which we are accustomed to hear Katherine 
speak; she is dutiful, dignified, and thoughtful. But when the king answers her 
speeches with stony silence, and Wolsey and Campeius follow hard upon with 
coldly legalistic statements regarding the "singular integrity" of the whole 
"royal session" (II.iv.57, 64), her public reserve gives way to a show of temper: 
I am about to weep; but thinking that 
We are a queen (or long have dream'd so) certain 
The daughter of a king, my drops of tears 
I'll turn to sparks of fire. (II.iv.68-71) 
We have already seen a hint, albeit muted, of Katherine's "sparks of fire" in her 
firm command to Buckingham's servant to speak truthfully; yet now her genu-
ine strength of spirit comes much more vividly to the fore in her sudden rage at 
Wolsey. Abandoning all pretense of aristocratic reserve she attacks his pride, 
calls him her enemy, and twice in the space of only five lines refuses him as her 
"judge" (II.iv. 76-80) . Wolsey's response to this burst of temper might very well 
be our own: 
You speak not like yourself; who ever yet 
Have stood to charity and display'd th' effects 
Of disposition gentle, and of wisdom 
O'ertopping woman's power. (II.iv.83-86) 
Katherine's stunning behavior here, so unlike her usual carriage in the public · 
world (and only briefly noted in Holinshed),7 represents not so much a change 
of character as an emergence of the real self. Indeed, the same process of self-
assertion and self-definition that we have noticed in the aforementioned stage · 
heroines now occurs in Katherine. (Compare, for instance, her "We are a 
queen ... " to Jane's "I was proclaimede Queene ... ," the Duchess' "I am 
Duchess of Malfi still," and even Elizabeth's "O God that we should suffer for 
our blood.") Like Elizabeth, Lady Jane, and Vittoria before her, Katherine also 
lashes out intrepidly and ironically at her accuser: 
Y'are meek and humble-mouth'd, 
You sign your place and .calling, in full seeming, 
With meekness and humility. (II.iv.105-07) 
A third time she refuses Wolsey for her judge (II.iv.116), then brusquely 
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curtsies to the king and stalks from the court. When she is called back again by 
the crier, she refuses to acknowledge him. Her gentleman-usher, careful lest his 
lady violate decorum, rather timidly informs her that she is being summoned 
once more into the court; and she responds to him in a manner which, by its 
contrast with his deferential masculinity, merely heightens the resolute strength 
of her womanhood: 
What need you note it? pray you keep your way, 
When you are call'd return. Now the Lord help, 
They vex me past my patience. (II.iv.126-28) 
The familiar juxtaposition here of aristocratic dignity and poignant self-
awareness is one which Shakespeare probes even further as Katherine's fortunes 
continue to wane. 
When we next see the queen she is alone with her women in the privacy 
of her own apartments, trying to assuage her grief with music. Her mood is 
peacefully resigned-almost contemplative-as she seeks solace from life in the 
world of art. It is not long, however, before the appearance of Wolsey and 
Campeius shatters her tranquility. Under the guise of Christian charity they ad-
vise her to place her case "into the king's protection" (III.i.93) rather than into 
the law's; and in the face of such unabashed hypocrisy her anger rises. What 
follows is another of Katherine's stirring and impassioned indictments of eccle-
siastical corruption, but here her speech is even more subtly self-revealing than 
her earlier one at court. There is rage, of course, yet there are also moments 
when we feel ourselves in the eye of ·her personal storm: 
Alas, 'has banish' d me his bed already, 
His love, too long ago. I am old my lords, 
And all the fellowship I hold now with him 
Is only my obedience. What can happen 
To me, above this wretchedness? (III. i.119-2 3) 
Katherine's anger gives way not only to a dignified and deeply personal sorrow, 
but also to insight. At no time does her sense of self emerge more forcefully 
and poignantly than at these moments in the privacy of her chambers. She sad-
ly admits that she is "old" (both in age and ii) Henry's love); yet what she must 
re~ign i'n esse she refuses to resign in spirit. Evoking fully the ideological as well 
as· emotional idiom of stage heroines such as Elizabeth, Lady Jane, Vittoria, 
and the Duchess ofMalfi, Katherine says: 
I dare not make myself so guilty 
To give up willingly that noble title 
Your master wed me to: nothing but death 
Shall e'er divorce my dignities. (III.i.139-42) 
This familiar fusion of death with emotional courage-the finality of 
the grave with one's inner as well as outer dignity-is never more in evidence 
than during Katherine's final appearance on stage. There is an almost emblem-
atic quality about the scene as she enters literally leaning on Patience (her lady-
in-waiting) and then proceeds, with the help of her gentleman-usher Griffith, to 
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forgive the now deceased Wolsey all his previous wrongs to her: 
Whom I most hated living, thou [Griffith] hast made me, 
With thy religious truth and modesty, 
Now in his ashes honour: peace be with him. 
Patience, be near me still, and set me lower .... (IV.ii.73-76) 
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After experiencing in a dream a vision of "eternal happiness" (IV.ii.90) in which 
"six personages, clad in white robes" take turns crowning her with garlands 
(IV.ii.82, stage direction), Katherine bids the soft music which previously had 
comforted her to cease, and prepares to die with her thoughts fixed on heaven. 
The scene reminds us both tonally and thematically of a similar one in If You 
Know Not Me in which the sleeping Elizabeth also receives comfort and inspira-
tion from God's angels in a dream.8 Yet unlike Heywood's sentimentalized 
scene, Shakespeare's is followed by an episode that jars us back to reality. 
Katherine appears to be in the throes of death; "her face is drawn," she is 
"pale" and "of an earthy cold" (IV.ii.97-98), when a messenger enters hurried-
ly and unceremoniously to proclaim that a gentleman waits to see her. Even at 
this point, after purging herself of hatred for Wolsey, seeing a vision of divine 
contentment, and feeling the icy grip of death about her, Katherine cannot 
contain her princely anger. She fiercely upbraids the unsuspecting messenger 
for failing to kneel in her presence and orders him forever from her sight. This 
is hardly the behavior we expect from a woman who has just had a glimpse of 
heavenly joy; yet the fact remains that even as Katherine teeters on the brink 
of death she clings, as do Vittoria, the Duchess, Lady Jane, and even Elizabeth, 
doggedly and passionately to "her wonted greatness." The heavenly garland she 
has just received may have dimmed her love for earthly music, but not for the 
earthly dignities that she perceives as central to her person. Katherine is unques-
tionably a saint ; her heavenly vision, her dying concern for her servants, her last 
blessing of Henry, and her final call for "Patience" all attest to her sanctity. 
Yet she is also a passionate lady of royal blood, alternating dramatically, often 
painfully, between a natural propensity for fiery self-expression and a stoic 
calm. The portrait is one which in its emphasis on integrity of spirit and self-
definition has its obvious roots in a conception of aristocratic womanhood 
already popular on the stage. 
It would clearly be mistaken to claim that Shakespeare specifically con-
sulted any or all of the plays I have mentioned in order to find the tempera-
mental stuff of which Katherine's personality is made. As I have already noted, 
he obviously went to Holinshed; and it is from this source that he gleaned the 
basic facts about Katherine that he later cast into dramatic form in Henry VIII. 
Yet in adapting Holinshed's portrait of the queen for the stage, Shakespeare 
appears also to have drawn upon (if not li.terally, at least tonally and themat-
ically) a conception of aristocratic womanhood already popular among the 
playwrights of his day. Certainly such a procedure was usual enough for 
Shakespeare; his stylistic and thematic debt to such fellow-dramatists as Kyd, 
Lyly, and Marlowe is clear and unmistakable. It is not surprising, therefore, 
that in depicting a woman of uncommon wit and independence, alienated from 
the man she loves and from her former dignities, persecuted unjustly by the 
Church, and forced to reaffirm tenaciously her sense of self in the face of ex-
treme political pressure, Shakespeare should again take a measure of artistic 
sustenance from popular stage tradition. To be sure, the various "trials" (both 
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literal and metaphorical) of these stage women are not identical in all respects; 
the explicitly Christian and redemptive quality of Katherine's ordeal is reflected 
very dimly indeed in ,those of Webster's heroines, much more substantially in 
that of Elizabeth. Yet despite the sometimes wide differences in moral and 
philosoppical tone that characterize the tribulations of Katherine and her dra-
matic counterparts, they all share a dogged insistence on the integrity of the 
self, on the inviolable primacy of that "spirit of greatness" which, as Cariola 
observes with such aptness of the Duchess of Malfi, moves us both to pity and 
to awe. 
NOTES 
1 The Duchess of Malfi, ed. John Russell Brown (Cambridge: Harvard 
Univ. Press, 1964), I.i.504-06 : All my citations of the play are from this edi-
ti on. 
2 Of Webster's two great tragedies, only The White Devil can definitely 
be dated before Henry VIII (1613). Brown, in the introduction to his edition 
of the play (The White Devil [Cambridge: Harvard Univ. Press, 1960) ), con-
cludes that the play "was first performed very early in 1612, probably in Feb-
ruary" (p.xxii) . The Duchess of Malfi, on the other hand , is almost exactly con-
temporaneous with Henry VIII and very likely appeared later than Shake-
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